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This work is based on research done by the author as a graduate 's, tt~de~t at 
Stanford University and as ~h~ Berry-Ramsey Feliow of !(ia~gk CoHegG Car+. 
bridge (1973-i975).  T}-e eeganization of the work is based on ~eetures give~ at 
Oxford in Michaelmas term 1975. 
The work is not self-contained and refe:~ences are provided at ti~e e~?d U-mpnb- 
fished references are not necessary for ar,.derstandi!.~g the mai~ body of text), in 
particutar~ the reader is asstwaed to be Dmi!iar with cm~ent proof<:heory (a~ 
though it is not neeessaxy tha~ he be sym,pathetic wkh its aims). 
"The author would like to thank Profes,so : Kreiset, who is respo~asiNe ibr most  
of whatever virtues tNs work may have @he aether must take fvJ[ respo~sibilky 
:~o:r ks defectsk The author would a!so ]ike ~o tbm?k Professcr beJnts of the S~ekk}v 
~st i~te  a~:d Professor Tree!sirs of the Uni-ersi%, of Ams~:erdam for the~e ahvicc. 
and enco~ragement. 
Hna~.y, the author wn~ald like to fhank King's Co!!ege, C~unhN.dge, for provid. 
ie~g the time ( = ra.e~_~ey) for t?~e autteor m car.y out h~s research. 8peciai~mc&:.~ go
to Professor Wiitiams. 
T i is  paper consists of a st4dy of the e?er~mrn:ary properties of tSe ;e}aiior; 
where 'the length 0£ a deriva~Son is ks ~mmoex ot mf~. ,~e~ <m~,=s. ]n Da£tlc~a~:, 
we a:e ";~teres~ed in tvvc kinds o~ ~ ¢~estio~s: 
r~-oo~-sea:cS~. Gb~en a notion of VaKd~ty Vat fo~ ,~a~. 4~.~.se o~ A, it'- th~sr~ 
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where the length of A is its nun~ber of sb<mbols, and ff so how fast must stmh an m 
grow? 
(2) Speed-up. Given a system S*~ S, is there a fuuctior~ ~:,t such that 
and if :~o how fast mu~t such an m !~ow? 
Our principal results wilt be mated for the ianguage of predicate logic (including 
type theory wkhout the a×ioms of choice or infinity) and systems oi natural 
dcducfioa (along with sequential variants of thase systems). Systems oi natural 
dedu.ction, first introduced by Gentzen in 1.935, tend themselves to our study for 
several reasons: 
(i) Each natural deduction has the same structure as some informal description 
nf the proof it represents (for some case by case verification of this the reader 
should cons~At [8, Cimpter 4, H.I-!I.5]. Thus, pending eompteteness considera- 
tions, structural results about m.turat deductions have a natural Lnterpr~tadon i~
ierm~ of intelligibiiity o< proofs. 
(2) Generally speaking, natural dedu:,fions are shorter than their counterparts 
in other "schematic" cNcMi (however, it turns out that most of the bounds 
.~u:,,hs~cd below for systems of namrat deduction would have the same order of 
nmgnknde if other systems were used). 
(3) Natural (deduction) rules represent thoroughly a~.alyzed i~fferences. This 
means d~at ~eng':.h ~s a sigrfificant measure <,f structural complexity° 
(,4) Systems of natural deduction admit a relatively simple analysis of the notion 
of identify of si.ruc[.:~re between deriw~tions (see 4.2.4). 
Sectiorl I gives upper bounds for proof-search in the equation calculus (sequen- 
tial rubs + cm~ based on a proof-search procedure due to TaR. in addition~ this 
chapter .t:ontai~s an a~miysis of equational derivations (natural rules) after the 
sb'!e of Gee.tzerfs c~t-e!iminat[on argument. This a~mtysis is applied eo obtain 
uppe,: botmds for speed-up by the sequentiai rules + cuz over the rules without 
cut a~;d certain auxiliary results which ','dH be used in later sections. For eonnec- 
tioms ~_e computational complexity [he reader should refer to Kozen [15], and 
Statman [33, 37 35] 
Sedion 24 gives uppe~ and i,'bwer bounds for proof-search it~ the proposition'J 
• "aicuh::s (sequentiai rubs - cut). !u additiorL it contains lower bounds for 
speed-t~p bF the sequential rules + c!lt over the ru~ea without (upper bounds are 
give~ in Sectiou 4.}. For comuections to compntationai complexity the reader 
sho~..~id refer eo Cook [3]., Cook and Reckhow [4], and Statn:..an [34, 35]. 
Seetio~ 3 considers proof-so, arch h., dm 9redicate calculus. A~ upper bound for 
the mouadic ase (sequendN rules - cut) is obtabed by formalL-,_ation of the usual 
&'.c~siou procedure and app!icatk'm of the standard bounds for cut-elfmi'aatkm. In 
addh:km,, the Turning degzee of optimal proof--searda bo~u'~ds for the general ease 
is c,.;,~np~teci ~obe 0', 
S<.ction 4 gives spper and lower bounds for speed-up by the predicate cNculus 
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(without equality) over the propositional calcu[us. The upper bound is obtained by 
combining the bounds of Section 2 with the foilowi~G ohseceation; there is a 
function m such that ~- ;A  @ tMre is a valid B 'M logical oomph xity~c~m.(;~?) s~ch 
that A is a substitu'¢.io~ instance of B, 
Section 5 presents upper and lower bom~ds for speed<~p bythe predic~e c;~ .crd.es 
wffh equality over the equation calculus (for equatio~m! fire.aries a la He~bra~< s 
daeorem). The upper bound is obtaLued by analyzing Pra\vitz style n~ormalizaticm, 
and the lower bound is obtained for a fixed equational theow by making ~.~se of a 
result of Hindiey and an klea of TaR. In addition, the chapter eo~tains upper ami 
lower bounds for speed~up by the sequential rutes for the predicate cNealus without 
equality + cut over the rules without. 
an Sect~on owe prove the existence ofbounds for proof, search .a~ amx~ speech- ~ ' <.~p. '% 
(over first order logic, with m~d withont equality) sneer:d-order logic (,a,ith :rod 
without equality). The existence c,{ bounds for speed-up isobtained by anal?zin~ a 
Prawitz style normalization procedure for second-order logic (here the reader shonld 
note that [30, B°3] is in error), The section aiso ,_ont-'-fins lower bounds fd'  speed-up. 
Section 7 considers proof-:~eareb in m~d speed-up by the theory of tyl{~,cs without 
choice and infinity, it is sho'~n that there axe no bounds for proof-sea ' - h even %r 
(higher type) propo:jtionN fo~mnlae, and there are no bounds for spe~drup even 
for quantNer-free formulae (over the proposidonaI cNculus). In addition, h is 
shown that there are no bomads for speed~up by the theory oil type> with equality 
over the equation calculus (for equatio~m! theories a la Herbrand's theoretic} 
Thus the theory of types constitutes an upper botw.d for the kind e[ work do~ve in 
Sections I-6. 
i . I ,  F~etFnin~des 
Xo~o~,, V,/e consider equations n be>~eeen ir~dividual temss a, b, & ~, bnist ~sp 
from constants c , . . .  ~ parameters u, v , . . . ,  and function syrabols [, g, h,. ~.. 'We 
write ~' ~ ~ c  ~ c~. n~,...;< .{or the operation of simultaneously substituting o~ :[or ~. 
~ ~ .e 1 . .~  , ~ _~.  ,~ .  £ox.=,L.o A ~.unc~xon w. from terms to non-negative mtege~ s eaAed a pre-m-sasure 
, '  ,~(a) - - -<~(~, )~.  ,~(Suba  ' . . . .  "d) and '~ " .., dj~m~.Sun,, whe,~ever ~,t occurs in d we a~e 
m (a) -~:-m(Sub~ d). 
m. is a measure i f  re(SubS d) = mid)  - m@)k  + m(a)£  for  .~, oocurri,'~g:£ times in 
d, 
,, -~ .~ }- f  . ~lo _o~>o _ m m a pre-.measure m~d e a substkatfon, the~ m~ is the pin-.measure 
defined by r~b(a ) = ~;(Sa). 
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~g.o4o K m ]s a measure  /e define the l inear form t,~, as follows; 
so ~f e cow,rains just the parameters u - t " 'u ,~,  then i,~::g?~(~ . . . . .  u, J  and 
m (Sub~:::X: a) = l~tu4ad . . . . .  re(a,,)). 
in addit%n we se'~ m(a  = M=, ~.,n~-ffa)+m(b]. . and m q~~-,,~ ~e~:~.v ~(E].~,.  for ~" a 
fir~i{e set of equations, ginN]y if m >0 we define m* by 
m*(a  = b)= max {m(a) /~¢~(b) ,  m (b ) /m(a)}  
and se~: m*(F)  -a~max {m * (E)  : E e ~'~}-. 
1,1o5o If F is a finite set o£ e@aations., then S,ab F is the set of a~3 snbst i tmion 
instances of members  of 1< 
~,o~.o5~ F is cNled simple ;~ each equat ion in it has one o" ~he forms; 
ioi~ °7° F is ca~]ed syn7meetdc if ea.e5 equaSan in it contains on~y parameters which 
occur oia beth skies (i.e. ead~ naodet M of ,F" can be extra,tied to a model  g{+ of K 
by ~-b~ add{tion of a sina;~e ier~em e~ so that ~ is a iLxsd po~t  of each fmm~ion 
expY,dt]y definable from parameters i  M+). 
LLgo The ca!euius NE  (~:aturai iutes for equaiity) consists of the axioms a := ~s 
a id  the ~u[e of substituting equNs for equals 
where e @b is-, a_mbiguea~siy~ ~ = b a~.~g b = a. 
NF.-deri~,,ado~s D me binary t~x:{:s of equat ion occm<rences buiit up from 
assu~aptions and axioms by the rule (=)o 
1~i~o9,. "Fh<s ca[cuks 87! (sequen{b] rt4es for equality, has as its deducible ohiec~s 
a'qne~.ts of the %rm FF ~Z. It consists of ~he axioms Kk c = a and ~he ru~es 
( = ) ........ ~_'}.:.y_~S ' c~u~-_YL_~_ .......... 
F~ U -P)~ b£a 
S]i£-derivations D' are binary trees of sequent  occurrences baiit ~p from axioms 
by tim ru~es ( = ) and (curl. 
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_Io3.o[0o ! f  S is a set of equations, bs:~ ~,17~k! '  mea~s that  the~e iS ar~ 
NG-de; ' ivado~ of ]S from S of  length ~1 a~<i "~q }-}~Z '~ , . . . . .  P" "~ " -  . . . . . . .  ~s 
SE-der ivadon of }: kE  of  ]ength-<-<i,~ for F sore! ~ ~]b.kx: subset of S 
1,2. N~ ~'m,,~d ~orms 
]L2o~ An KE-de:dvat%n ~s sa{d to be pre-.singe).ar ff each of its (= ] :,~ f.~rences 
Su.b~ E a@b 
S~b~ s 
has the form 
(Sub[ d) = ¢ a 0 b 
or the form 
d = (Sub~ e J a O b 




The derivatios ~s said to be singelar ff each. of its (=)  bgere~ces (i) has ~.~ 
occur'ring exactly once hs E. 
1~2o2.o At: NE-de-dv;,t'~on of a~-  a,~ from ,F " ~" -~ .~ ~,,,~, the 
[<.}Z'I)? 
wOih each H~ in E 
PTooL Given a ~-r~p. -~,m,~'" Lv ~r~<;,. N?,~=derbat~0n ,-O1 a s,,v.,~c~"~ "~ <'~ a re~iacemer~ {.ltl a 
subderivation 
D, D2 'r~ D~ 
~,uo~:~ < aOe : D~ Sub{t:~ E b®d D.-, 
"rob ~''' ;~ b@d by :] ~b~'s B ~Oe 
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and a s~f!: iS a rep!acemem; of a subdef iva f ion  
• Ds Ds 
Eq a@Sub~e b@d 






~uba ~ ,, Er 
-01 (Sub~ b) @ d e2 @) c., 
(Sub{~ b)(=)d 
D~ £}3 
S~b~ '*':,'~ E a @ e 
Dx 
S~:b~'":;~' _}_~7 (S@< b) @ d 
A mows ~s a swkch or a shif< sud we say that D~ reduces ~o D2 £{ D~ ;es~s  f:om 
Let P be a pre--sh~gu]ar NE-de~iva~ion; fh's~: we show that D reduces lo a 
de;dvado~1 of the R)rtr~ 
, -q ; ,  
(;a - i := @,~, 
( s )  
01 = b.~ i 
~ = b 2 E~ ~ ~. 
aq~bl  
Measure  ff.~e te~m~su c.f J )  by the .~:-t~p~e ( ] :~ . . . ,  ]~) where  is :ti~e !e;G~.h of 
die ?& ms JdmN path,  fro~r i~ff~- to right, in D.. ar.~d order  these teXico~;raphica!h.= 
(i + 1) /2 -1  . . . . . .  2), a sMft is applk:able to ~:~.ay proT-shigmlar derivation wlfich doss  
n~rr take ~m thi< v;~a,,~ ,,~1 ol~-.'~t~, it~¢a'eas¢; ieft;*~.e:s~< "*" " de, rivatior'. . . . . . . . . .  , .......... ... ,lms D ?educes to a 
of max imum Ieftness for  its "~ ~"~", ~>om l. n.~a.  i h : desi 'cd de~'iva¢io~:~ (*) is Oh ained . . . .  
thi~ reduct by applying switches unt i~ no  ~ i~a~ " ,e ............................. ~  m,.~ va~ t p ~ ; ,,< e  e, a [dr  inlgf¢~;~ce. 
Now s-uppose that  D is a pre.-s,ngc~m~; - ' " der ivat ion  o f  7d ;;r:~l b~ and f2) :~.°educes t,o 
(*). W.Lo.g. assume that each L~:~ be~oi~.gs to F: if a,., is b,. :h,:n ;.he desh-ed 
co::nputa tion is 
Otherwise the desired computat ion is 
of " "~ . . . . . .  c:~os,v'e~ o¢ membe~ o f  ~ : 
k-.~nc~io~,~ Sy~:+ob s; h ,  G , ,  . . . . . .  ' : 
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(i1) h is b.W.>-reci%nabte from K and Sub F ~ h0  = 0; Ie~ f and g be nmv ~zne*G 
f~mcIion symbogs a~,d sd I q - '=a . .FU{g0=0,  gsu=gu,  f0=0,  ~,~e=]%h~} 
~, . t  'g '+ f¢ . m4 I ~i1: n(S O)- .; 0 We have ~ t Ir,.. ",hen if -~,o ~ !-;m f(s O) = 0 and Sub F . . . . . . . .  < 
£~>:eef° Let ,,,~ be the va>aation fu=ctior, for  dosed  terms determined by some 
baterpretat%n over  the set of natm:a[ numbers  (with O denot ing zero and s the 
" . Sue  F successor ~uncaon) satisfying VF, and let i1} be a dosed  finite subset  of 
such that G ~-~z_-~.~,,:-~x~. -~ l (s  ,4)=0 uy Propos i t ion 1..2.:3 there is a computat ion  of 
f ( . f "+~O)  = 0 z~.m* . . . .  G ,~, ........... ~. ,~ fo rm 
.f(s"'~:!O)=a, 1~ 
i t s ' ' *  ~0)  = a~ 
f(s"=+~O) = a~ _. E I -~ 
f(s'"+~O) : e, 
where a, is f (s '"~ ~0) ",nd a, is 0. DeRae o(b) for b a clo.,;#d term as foitows; if b is 
]% and val (a) = £ d~en .~(b) = va! (h(d-'-O)), if b is..' go., then o(b) = va!(a),  otherwise 
o(b) = 0, Let  o(i) =,~>max to(b) : b occurs i~ a,} and suppose that o(i + t)  <0( i ) ;  
com~kie~: the id'. h~fere*ace 
f(s ..... o)  = 8.bii  '<', :::= d (SubI:::f',:)©(Sub.~::::I:: b) 
i (s" '  +~0) : Sub~=<',:q: ~" d 
where a (9 ~ beipnes., to =>+. 1f ~ occurs in al with o(.0 = o(i),  th, m t begins w....=~° >'- f or 
£ so by the :;ymmetry of F and (ii) ~@b is either gs~{ = g~ or ls~* =/ghu (n = 1 and 
t, : is ~(), 
C'~x~e 1: Supposc that 1{ is gs/~ = gb~, thoa t is gsb:~ and o(i 4- I )=o( i ) - - -1 .  
C'r{s,. e 2: Suppose dml £] is Ii;b~ =Ighb~, then o ( i+ i )=o( i ]  which contra@:cts 
d>" choice "~' i, 
"}:'ires for each i <~ ] ~ val (h ( s "0) )  there is an equaI ioe gas = ga in G such that 
~,ai ( sa )= ~; he,ace, card (G)mva l  (h(s"q})). 
:"=.o...,=..~ '~' . . . . .  il d~;~,sdli,~a..,., . . . . .e.,.,p.=.v ,- ,'¢- g,~a~: I -a is symmelric o.mI KU {E} cn~~talns oxl.y unary 
&;';rlhm %,mboh;I let ~o ie m b~ ="='U ~jl TM haae le~gIh >.£, th{'~ if Sub F i i i  £ K~ere 
=' * , + ~F • " 
i,~ ,q i~m::; :-;~,o;e~ G of. SI~I -'  conta£~ini no  lerm of !.e~gth >k '  (2"+ i} w;gh 
¢~ I - - _ _  
. . . . . .  i>£~)e,L 5uo~ose a~,e~" . . . . . .~":~'=ci~ ~," the!  there L<-: .=~= pre-s ingub.r  NEuder ivat ion of 1--2 
t...~x; ,:~ ..~. F ~ ~' " ...... ~'~ -'-'-" Thus  by Propos i t loa I 9 q - '" ' ,)  , 4 i11,4. =: : ,a  . . . . .  ,,., thc re  i s  a <:OiT ID I ' L I ' I . ' IO I  
. . . .  ' Since FU{E} corGains o~ly unary funct ion symbols 
th i s  compuiat ion is wA.o.g, singniar, i{t fo iows  easSy that no  term occurt'hsg in this 
conroIJ.tAtiOFl has ~ ...... '" "~"~ ~" 
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~a~e~o By induc¢io~a on n. 
Bas~s: tr ivial  
I~¢duetio~s step: s~appose that D =: 
D, D :  
Sub2 (d = e) e~ ©b 
Subll (d = e) 
~s an NE-derivat ion of N f rom F of len..g~-~ ~ ,,'~. Let ~ occur i~? ~'{ :e dines and i~ e .e 
times, and w.l.o.go suppose that m(S~b~ d)>~ m~(Sub~ ce). 




m(b)~dm(Sab'.~ e)-~-~'u*(F) *hu>>': 
m(Svb~ d)/m(S~ab~ e)~" m*(F)  ~m~:'':> * 
wi~ici~ gives the desk, ed inequality sb~ce m-(Sub~ e)-~ ~'~ (S~.{b~: e . 
Case 2: m(~: )<m(a) ,  i f ,: =0  t~e case is tr~viat so suppose ~#0. We bare 
re(a) ,  t lm(b)"  / :m*(k:a) r~a)~)'''+~ 
heilce 
SO 
whicl'~ ~ves  t~ ~ desked i~equaUW si~ce • :~ " ~" . . . . . . .  
prepos!~:io n %i!ews f~'om the lc, m~m~. : : :  : i : 
t.o3o4o: For v&at follows We refer flae reader  to }a&-~dlev [ I. i=73]: We ce.n.r, ide:!: }:e!~'e; 
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only terms bu~t up from the constants & B, C. J, P, ~ 0 and i ,  parameters,  and 
t},~e binary fuactioa symbol ( ). Terms written as a concatenatio_n of constants 
and parameters are to be associated by ( ) to the left. Let dZ. =a:{Su~u~a~= 
F-,~r, ,  - - ,f (%~..),}. Let  T =ae((SB)((CB]t)) set T~ =d~T and pW: 7],+~ =dr(E,T). 
Let  E, be the equat ion PO = (P(('~,Q)Q. The equa~.~ah,-~ in ,C_L correspond in an 
obv~.ous way to axiom schemes whicl~ defino~a reducibil ity reb.tion enjoying the 
Churr:h-Rosser pxoperty. The phrase " 'CL-normai form" has the obvious 
meani~tg. 
f.m,~mm St,.pFo.,:v that G fs a dosed finite subset of Sub F s~.~<:h that G i) 
SubrJ2Li~.vg~,, ~hen there is a dosed jinite s~d;,sei: H of SubF  s.t. HU 
Stfb CC }-ivgE,,, card (H)=~card(G),  and each ~erm occun'ing in H is in CL- 
:~orma~ form. 
[~%~>eL Obse~a~e first that ~f t~ occurs in b 
(~) Sub~, r'~° b b;!;s a C)-.-normat form ~ (~:'a) has a C'L-aorma[ form, and 
di) Sub}~ "~ b has a CL-normal form 4=> Sub{, e~°~}) b has a CL-normal  fo~m. 
]if G: L] Sub CL }h~ ~',, then by Proposit ion 1.2.3 there is a computat ion of ,~  
_,.9@ -- 0. 2 
PQ = al E I 
wheu:~ ~.:~  : [s different from % Since vq and ~h-~ 1 have C.,L-norma] forms it fo!k)ws 
9:c-.,n ,[i0 and ~he Clmrch-P.tosser theorem £ha~ e~ch a~ has a CL-:norm.al fo~m. 
7hug for each E* of the form l*~ = (P(Qa))  t%'m ter,r~ a has a CL-normal  form. by  
(~} (and (~i)), 
L.et the hmetion ".~,.,, be; defined bv~ the recursio~ equations 2';=_ 2", and 2',~,+~ = 
Le~-mm,~, ,gupf~oae G is ~ c~o.wd fitd~e subset ~[?' Sub .F s~_,~ch t at e~,¢ch ~e~.'m occ~en'fng 
f~ G i~ i~ CL,-#'mrma~ ;%:',~.~ and O U Sub CL ~Ff~ ~,,, I~he~ card (G)~2~J2.  
"!s </~ %Ve now defbae a ce.r~a~n ementiou C'.L -~ o!' <_TL. ,CA ~- is obtained from C2. 
hy addhv, the (~mf~ni£e}y many) eq:;a :..ov_s c.m'respondb~g to the followh G ~doms; 
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if. a is a dosed term in w/-naxm,,, {<>r~r., withou~ P~a f,.mction ~os~,4#,p t:hen 
(PESO > 0 if a is 0 ~ fo r j<k ,  and 
(Pa) ~, 1 otherwise. 
By [113, Theorem 3}, ~'~+ s., 
Sub CL-~i~ 0 = 1. Le~ E;~ be tBe equation P'¢3-~ (POe?. -~ ~) *:he~ S.0' ,':2L ~ [~<g ~£7( 
SO S inCe D 2, ~i -- ~..~ .t ~ ~ ~e. v~.v wc have St~b v._~. i >;u r.,,. 
~X suNces tc show that Sub CL*  ~[-~ Pa~ =(P(Qae))  for i ~ i~at  
Case 1: Suppose that a~ do<:s not co~-~tain P in func~ieu position:. E ither e.: [:{ 
not  of the form Q~ for any ] so Pa~, (P((?a~)) ~>1, or a~ .~s ©~ sad  ~, ]+  !<; :  s'.} P#.~, 
(P(Oa~)) .> 0 or ~¢<~, ]+1 so Po~, (P(Q~))  ~> 1. 
Case 2: Suppose that a~ contains P in functio~ position, a~ has a CL-'-~z<>rm,:d 
form containing 0 or 1 and without P ~n fm~ction pos?don so i:'a~, (P(O~@)) i> I. 
P'~naily we obtain the 
t.4. Speed-up 
ko4oL A l inear derivation of E from ~ is a se~uence 
E~ 
such tha~: each G is an a~dom of che form a. = a, a member  o~ S, or foit.ows from 
some ~, mad !:2~ f~r t ~;i, f c< i  bY the ruie (=:~, ~qd ~ is ~-~ 
,z pre-sing~ttar NE-deri"~etio~-~ of ~ j?om S of ~e~¢gt~'~, <4 '~ - 1. 
PY~,ee~. a:. taere is a lSnear derivat~oa of ~7 from S of leagth ~'~>~, then {here {s a 
"pre-si~g~Aar" one of length ~2~:. C,:msi.der th~s Hnear derivation as an aeyei~¢ 
digraph on i~a equat ion occurreaces, and "'-~ 0" maxima! subp.raph vli~:h so~,~:~¢ 
occurrence of N as a si~ak. The  tree of patios te the si~k ia this st~bgraph (w{ti:, *~ - 
obvious adjacency relation) gives the deske d NE-deriva.~ioa. 
~f  : .: i 
Pa'~eL ]i *here iS a Comeutadon B {~'om :? of  ieng~h ~ n. ,&.e.,i th,~re:is a 
cub-free SE-derivati0ra of Fi '°E of  !eng~h ~n.  Now apply Proi)oSido~-a 1 .2 :~3.  
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1.o4.4~ .L~aa~a. F [~ E :~> 4~ere is a Ib,ear defi~a~ioa of E "fro~ g of ie~..~g~~ 
~n ° (n -=  1)t2. 
P~-oe£. Let D be an SE-de ivat ion of FFE .  We constr,act a r  SEdorivatic°n D-  of 
F-kLE, fo~: F -  a subset of P' of cardinalilgy ~lb {D), of ]eng@ ~lh (O) by rect~rsion 
as follows: 
Basis: D = F'P a =: ~. Set D-  =~ ~ F a, -" a. 
]nd~tctio~.~ step: Suppose D = 
St~b~ O FSub[ I i~' 
{ a @ b } U Sub,",. 0 k S~,.b, ,£ '  " 
2y i~Mucdon hypothesis we have a 
of  
(Sub',', G)- ~ Sub',~ .~'; 
let H=,~f (Sub~O)- .Q(Sub~G-Sub~G) ,  then each ,~" in H has the form 
!:.ub[', H"  1o~' Sub[', H"  iH Sub~,] G (this representation may not be anhiue). Tht~s 
Nherc fs a 3 such that H =: Sub~ J~ Sub~,i ./:-_--Sub[', G, a~d card (d} = card (]:£). Let 
£;_ ::'L~r(Sub~ <}) -H~ we set D-  :=de 
i~: u s~'.b~ ,i' k S,:,ba £' 
{a @b}L! ~( U S@:,[', JFSub~ E '  " 
bbw :~up,pose d~.al D = 
:R!: :£,--___{~{£~-2 £Lt;~ 
5:s LI ,i/-:':~ R£'~ 
B.v hl, p imP. we have a 
~-; - D £ 
If b.~s does not beio,~g ~e ({Ez} U Fs ) ,  t!~¢n >,.s ~et D =:de D2; o@et'v,ise, we se{ 
©i- ©£ 
..-2_ k2~7 . . . . . .  A "~_~ .Ah/.: Z2z.__t.%~ L 
F; u ((5~:~} u ,~)----{sd-) k s ,  " 
O)s£r~;c: ih;,t f fa  subde, r ;vat ion oJ ~ © ..~ ler~gth ~ ends in ] : i r .~;> thel~ 
ca~'d (£~}~;  the desired !h~ear de ivat icn  ca.~ easi}y be. constructed from D-  
m=,kk~;~ use of ti:4s fac~ £o obtain the bou;M ~ " (;'~ + !)/2. 
P,o~.,mds for prooj'*seaech a*~d sl~eed..,~ ~ .??;!.7 
1.5. Pmgf-sew.'ch 
So5oL An S£.'E-de~.vation D of FbE  ~s said to be m-direct £or a pre~mea>~re e~g 
for each. term a occurring in D there is a term b oec~arri~t~g i_~ FbE  s~c)t ti~a~. 
re(a) ~< re(b), pro(F) is the number  of para~aeters occ~rrir~g ~ ~:'S 
So~,,Z~ Le~a~ao ~[ F is simple ~nd &F'--> u = v is vd i&  #,e~.~ th~re is a'e.~ m-diec,c~ 
. . . .  ÷h ~p*n(F) " a. SE-derivatio~ 4 FP u = v of . .. . ,~ .....
Y@i?eeL Let  ~,, =d{*  tO tU = U : OCCt;7S it,_ Ee£ ~,~i =:,~t, an,.~ p~.~t D! :=e~v. 
define a sequence of sequents  ~ b u~ o~, fo~ i ~ i ~ k anc~ £ ~-: pro(F).  2. such ~1.,,:~ 
F,~ I- u~ = v~ 
is an m-direct SE~derivati.on ot .¢ ~ ~- u t - v> ~e desired SE-.de~°iv'atlot~ is obtained 
from this by app~y{ng cut to tl>: e<mations i~ F1--.K. 
Suppose that F] bv.a = o; ha~ been defined, and there are a = d. b = d in b', 
such that a i~; not  b and re(a) <- re(b), the~ we set N~-lo. = ~.~(.~ -{a  = ~:~}) ' ,~., ~.~' ~  -~o~.-~' 7 
b~+2 - -  ;~Ubb l) > 
To prove {lee lemn:a it suf~ces to s~now that uk is v> New b}. has the fohowh~g 
properties: 
(i) Lf #¢~ uf. ocem's in E.,~: then there is exac~Sv <me ~t~÷.,~s.t. ~-~-~" "--S~: . . . . .  z~ 
belongs to E;., ar.d simil-~x!y for a constaat 
(ii) i~2 u '= v' belongs to F~:, then u' is v'.  
Thus  an inteii~retation Of .>;~ can be read off f rom N~ whirls ~ab~ies ~.,, . . .  ~'~ if 
mad oNy  if ~, is V,,~ But  this model  of ~ ce~~ be expaaded to a model  of :b-~ a~d 
ofF i -a=b 0f ~e~gQg ~- th (FU{e = b}). 7 
g?~'eefo To each occt:~*rence t of a term m f} -a  =-" b assign a new pararaeter u~ Let  
~"; =d,~{uf~, . - , =fat: ~. • u~. u~ = v, u , ,=c :  f~ , ' , ,  ~,~ an occurrence; t an Occurrence 
of v, a~.ad ~' a~ 0Ccm'rence o{ e}, a~_~.d set Fa =,:~{t¢~ = ue: t=:t[ in F}. Ngw: appIy 
Lenama 5.2 to i%:¢3 &b ~'~= =ug for  th e pve.-measm'e :!h~ >'hege O:=~eS,:ff,:i: :£:i', 
and app!y e~,~t ~O equat ions i n O(EaUF~-F .  : : :: 
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2.1. Pre{i~nMa;'ies 
Zo!,J_o We consider formulae A, B, C , . . .  built up from propositiom~l parameters 
U, V, ~,g~ . . . .  the propositional constant ± (falsehood), ae,,d the eomae',ctive con- 
stant -->, ac, d sequents FFG for F and G finite sets of fom~tdae witk ( J#~,  
We set -q A =at A -- ,  ± and -n F =df{-- IA : A {~ [~} If F = 4A.:: ~. ~ i ~- m} We set 
2oio2o The interpretation of Fk  G is &F.=* (&-iG---~ ± ). 
9L'<3o We deflate the nod_on of positive and negative occurrenc" as foI]ows: A 
occurs positive ~n A;  if A occurs positive iv~ B or negative i*~ C, then it occurs 
megative iri B -~ C; ff A occurs negative i!~ B or poskive in C, then it occurs 
positive in }:} --> C; A, occu~'s positive in ZFG if it occurs positive in a member  of 
G or negative [n a raember of .F; A occurs ~ega1ive in Zk. (2 if Jt occurs pos*;tive L,i 
a member of F or negative ia a member of G. 
?&~o4o The calculus So (cub.free seque_~dai redes for the proposit%nal calculus) 
consists of the a?doms EL {Z}FG, FU{A}kC;  U{A} and tB_e ruies 
ZU [A}FG U {.~} 
d . . . .  } Fk  G U{A -~. ,3) ' 
ZF.G U{A} ZU{B}FG ( ..... ,,) .......................................  
F'U {A -.~ a}kO 
So-derivatJo~s D are binary trees of sequent occurrences built up from axioms 
by 4~,e rules (b -->) aad (-+ F). 
2,o7L.5~ "Y;[e~ a ~'7" means that if;ere is an S,a.,derivation of Fk  G of length< ~. 
2,2. L/ppe~" i;(b-~d 
"2.~-"~4,1~ >,rr@'p@~]il}~@a* gf ~;'}- (2 il'g valid, the?~ Z Ps7- - - -  ~o-. 
P~:eZ!o inspection of the usua} cor~pteteness proof for se~aP, tic ~ab}eac_,s. 
2,5. Lo>;e;" bound 
Bounds jot pro@,seci fzvh a}~d x~)eed-i~_p 
and A~ -* B~ ~,~:., ~.~o~' cc~r posiffve ia 
- f & A " ~i~-{" FU i --~ ,~(  . . . . .  
2 3;) 
The proofs for this and the foi!owh,g four ie;mv~ias w:i]] follow~ 
FU {,:a A,--, B~} ~: G 
and A .  -e  B~ does not occ~¢r posigve iY. 
F U { ,a ,  A,--*, B~}[- G, 
the~ 
FUt r & ~ -->B, i~ G, 
b 'kG U{Ax ~o Eq}, ,'hen either F ~G LJ{B~} or FO{z~} i '~ ~ GU{~,} ,  
r ) 
and U does not 9ccur yosi~ive M 
~l~>;n-1  x ) 
then 
~'t,f ~ ' B! }Hk~'~. 
" t . . . .  , , ,2 /  . . . .  I j j j s ,  . ~ 
a2u~ U--~ A .  does v,o¢ occur neg;~ti:ve in 
FUf,,_~_..~,,_,& ~ A~ -÷ ( (U - -> A, . )  -+ BO } .~s~, .  . 
Z,5}o(;0 Cases  for Lemmas 2,3.1b-2.3.6 
D~ .D; 
HF.GU{A} HU{B}PG (£, 
FU{A--> B}kG 
w/here H=F-{A -~ B}, H =F ,  or H=FU{A ..... B}. 
D~ D~ 
~kdu{q} HU{CJ~G (~) 
FU{A >B}I-G 
where  H = F'U {A .... B} or H = (FU {A -~, B}).-{C~ -~ C2}, and C~ --> C~ #- A 
B. 
D,  
{q] .U (FUM -+ S})kJ U {C~} 
d i )  




F~- G L] {A --:. Z~} 
. . . .  U{A . . . .  E}. w~ere 2 =: G --{A--:~ _.P}..~ ---,~,': or J -. o 
Dz 
(,,,) -~w~ (~-u-77~u;;-;~-] - 
where  ] == G U {A --> ~}~;) or ] = ~.~ ,- ' O {A -+ ;9}}• - { C~ -+ C~}, and  C~ ---~. C,,. # A --'> 
D~ D a 
}qbdl:U{A--*.)S}U{C~} ~:-~ U {C~}F G O {A .... B} (,£) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~k O U {A *-> B} 
where  5~ = ~;: o~: b!" = F -dC~ -~. C:~}. 
~..J. 1-; ........ are by inducdoft oii c3se we .~5o4o'~,o a ~c p~.oo~ og Lemmas m ; k~ each  
Y~ou~Ms fr~,~ proof-search ~md spee..:~.-z~t~ 
Bas~s: trivial. 
hsd~ct[orl step: 
,Ck~xe i: D=(~),  A=A~,  and b=&><~,A~-÷£% W4r<g. can assame 
.A -~, B~F and H=FU{A ~'> ;F}. !f t~ = !, by applyil~g hyp_ i~d. ~o .D~ we ~.et 
F j-{: G O {A,}. ~f n ~a l,  by applying 1'. 5% ind. to D:, we get a~ :g,,.-d<:~ vat::on of 
( 
of length ~ m - 1. By appiyin~ hyp. ind. {:o the derivation of (*) we get 7 :" L.~,~. G U 
• I ,%~ 
Cc'.se 2: D = (ii), A =A~,  and B = &.a~, ,  A.~--> B~. W. i .o ,g.  ca~ assnv~e b~( = 
FU{A-~,  B}. Apply hyp. ~'~d~,. to ~o~b0,  ~D,. and D~. and ead with (--> }-). 
Case 3: D = (Ki), A = A~, and B = &~a .=-,, A~ ~-20 . W.ko.g. car~ assume 7 = <7. 
App!y hyp. irM. to D,  and end whh (P -->). 
Basis: trivial. 
Ind_~cfi0n s'~: :p: 
z~.--B~f-, and H: :FU{A-+B}.  w ,.,=I .. 
U ~BI} ~ ,J. x, ±., by applyi)'lg hyp.. i~d. to D~._ we g<;t: a~:~ 
6 
r't { ,& A~-~'B~ U -->BI ~-(} 
of lengt~ -<- !h (.D:0. By apelying hvp. ind. to ~he deNvation Of (.r>) we get a~ 
So<[erivat{on of 
of ]e~gth~ih (D~)o Comb~ni[ng the deriva~o~} of (M a~d the :derivation el. (c]:hy 
(--> :~-')gives the desired So~der~v~.tibm :;::: ?: : : . . . .  
Cases  z and  3 a~-e sltngar [o  mose  o t  2 ,3 .7 , :  , :: ~ : ' [ : : 
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2°3o~o }~:'~e:af ¢,4! ]ke:m~: 2°3°3° 
Basis: trivmt. 
In&action step: 
.Co.~e ]: D=( iv )  A=A~, and ~- - -~> W.i.o.g. can assume ]=GU{A- ->~} 
and A -~ B~ G. By applying hyp. i~d. to D, we get ZU{Aj  D.<-'-* GO iN,}... 
Cose 2: D=(v) ,  A=A~, and B=B:. WA.o.g. can assume ]=GU{A-->B} 
a~_d A ~, Bg G. Apply  hyp. ind. -to Z)~ arid e:td with (l- ~ ' ) .  
Case 3: D=(v i ) ,  A=z%~, and Jg=N~. W.Lo.g. can assume H=Z and 
_,'-! .~. B~ G. Apply hyp. ind. ~o both Dl and D e and e~d with ( -~ k). 
#,JoZ< R'@@2 ~I lLez~m 2°3o& 
:Basis: t r iv i t .  
induction step: 
Case 1: D=( i ) ,  A and A =_%, B = &>.:~ ..... , ,<%--~((U-+A,~) .... B~), or D = (i), 
4~=L:-.~,A~, and B=Bt  0~:=I). " . . . . .  vV.Lo.~ can assume Z = FU {A ---> Z} and 
A --," _~ ~': ~< '~ :{f ~ ¢ ! proceed as in Ca,se i of 2.3.8. }d n = t,  by Lerama 2.3.3 there 
is a:: 80-derivation of 
(a) FU {(U-~ AO-÷ E}U {U}i- 0 U {&} 
of tengd: ~!h (D~). Siace U does ",sot occur positive in (a) there is ae. So- 
deriva*Jo~, of 
(b) *I'U {(!_I -=- ,~:) -~+ ZQ.~}b O U{A~} 
e#" iengl-b ,4111 (i2)~). m=, indo +s, .^ .... , . . . . . . . .  : h ip  . . . .  e:~ 's an So-derivstior~ of 
of Iength,*4IL, (D~). ', " ' ~y  apf~t ,'mS: nvo. ind. to Da we get an S0-der ivado:  of 
of 18~l:#t},',:; .h (O j .  Comb~n,:ng the derh, afio:as of (c) aaad (d) by (--> >) gives ehe 
i.J c':b..i]/c:d de.rh,'atioa. 
C:::-;cs 2 and 3 are similar to those of 2.3.7. 
Bssis: u'h,fai, 
:~tdur dor~ step: 
Cas~ 1: L~ =(i), A =,A~, and I =&>.:~ ........ ~ A, -=*{(U-> (U--->.&,,)-~ I~'h or 
D = (:i L A = U --:> (U-----'- A j ,  and .B =£'~ (~ = 1)  W.!.o.g. can assume H ---,ZU 
{A-4. i{?} sad A - .v  1¢£E if , ,# i ,  proceed as :n Case I of 2.3.1t. g >~= i,  by 
L_omms: 22-.£ vhere }s at: &~-deriVatk,:~ of 
<a) F U [{ U -+ (U--~ A:))  --,, }¢dl -O U {U--~ A J  
Baw~& for prooT-search m~d speed-~,,p 2,,'-3 
of ie~3gti3 v~: !b (D~) or an So-derivation of 
(b) FU {( U - .  ~<7 ..... ~,~ ,)) ~ .  S¢,} O {~<b 0 U { U ,-> A, .} 
of length<lh  (D~). BY hyp {~do applied to .D 2 there .{s an So..-dedvatioa of 
(c) FU{(U-~ A,)-~_83J.LJ{~7~}b G 
of length -<- th (D J .  ~n ease (a), by hyg,. bd .  i~>.:r~.~ fs a~ S,,-d¢fivafior~ of 
(d) Fu  {(u-> &) -+ ~3~}I- ~ m {u--> &j. 
o,. length ~ lh  (D~). ComM~ing ~he defi~,ad.on of (d) with t}c de:r[vat~o~:~ of (c) by 
(--> I-) gives the desbed derivation. I n  case (b)~ by ~#>,rm~;.a 2 ;.3 there is an 
So--derivatio~ of 
(e) FU{(U .... (U-->A~))-~.B~}U{LS}FGU{AJ 
of length<!~ (Di). Thus by hyp. bd .  applied to the clef?vat:ion3 of (e) tbcr~ is ai3 
So-derivation. of 
(f) .FU{(U-.~ A,)  .... B~}U{U}}- G U {At} 
of iength<lh  (D~). }>Dace there ~s an So-derivatkm. of 
(g) F U {(U-+.'. ,%)--~ S j,.- <7 U {U-~, %} 
of len~h~- ih  (D~). Combir~ing the ¢erivatio~ of (g) with the derfva{io~ of (e) by 
--> k gNes @,_e desired derivation. 
Cases 2 and 3 are sfmTlar to those of 2.3.7. 
2o3A.~o Let U,.;.,, for 0~i~.n ,  l~m,  and I ~ L  be (.n-':-!) o m ~ • .~c d:s~:nc~: 
parameters, iet l~.s, for 0.-~i'-<-n, ar~_d i<]~m,  be (~+1} o nz distinct .r~ew 
parameters, let ~Z, for i ~-~ ~ ~',, be k distinct r~ew parameters ar~_d let V~' be a ~'v.'w 
parameter;  we make ~:he foiiowing definftions: (n, m, ~ O) 
~g.] df [ :~!~l  c v" ~,1,+1 
bn__l=ea gz ~%.-->~ ~.< /% . ---> W]; 
i 
P-~u <J< "" 
! 
. . . .  t [ : - ",\ : 
*"~ ;=a & TE ~->[  g~ A 3 ~->1 £~ :A  ~ :;;4.'i/~ }'{, : 
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~,';* = ~° ~4- -> ( &~ A.*.--> ~4,s) 
/ \ 
' =t<{ -~<-f, ' £<~ ~ z ' ' 
C~'* - & A= ' W; 
<+,-o ,,., =, _+ (,.<.>,.,-+ w); 
C,,,,,h ==~{-' ,: ] v i~* ,  !~]=~m}U[B, ,+~}U{}t I :  1 ~] (k} ;  
' ( / o v - .v , /~  \\ ~.@,+, - ,  #~ -u<,,, t q: ;.,4-- " . ,~it  
2,3~t3o Z,emt~;~...F'~, ,,, ,,~ i-g0 ,J,~.,,~.k -~ z :~ r. 
Pireaf° By ~nduct[on on rain {?% m, k} w i$  a subsidiary irMucdon o~ ~c 
Basis: rain{n, t'--t k}= 1. Trivial. 
Induction step: rain in, m, k}/:  1. Suppose thai D is an S0-derivatio~a of F., .u. F 
C*4se  [: D = 
5_Y:!=_~Lq,;,,,,.,>A!{A#' ~t4E<_.~"2L" ' 7 . . . .  
l q  U d~ U {B=+_} i-G,, ,. u 
. ~; {.o,~,.~. 0-*~ By Lemma 2.3.2 there is an 
S0.derivation of 
of leng{h~]h {JD 0. Let  - ~ ._  rva f .  - " ' f=, <r*~ ~ "n, ] <1;~ kk since ~A-I does ~*ot occ~r positive 
mta :  there is an ~;;o.-de~°ivation o[ 
(iD <-r,  ~:a~ .......... U {A..,} 
of length :¢ ih  ~ T~ ~ t~-,, ] emma 2 q { th~¢re {s a~ So-derivation o,f 
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of ~en~h ~-~ :h (Do..:_e~ t ;~  .. . . .  " -{W},  s~ace W does *~ot occt:r ,~eg.~~< ~ i~ ' " 
f lmre is Sa So-der~vatior~ of 
with V,~ 4 and  each U..s. ~ with U;,,,.¢ (by the appropriat<: substittrt ion). d~e~q ~here is 
a~ So-der ivat ion of  
(e) .~/2 k G2 U {A.,~} 
. Lamina  z.o..; there  ~s an £o-de~+,,adoa ofof  !ength ~ lh (DO, By ~ "~ " " 
..e~,g<h.~L:ts~]). App ly ing  hyp, ind. to the . ,<ma~o~ of (f) we lel 
2 "~" {'`''''~<}- ~ -~'~h (DD., 
By Lemma 2.3.2 there is an So-derh,  atiora of 
of length*~lh(D2) .  Let  _~.~-ee~Cus. l<- i~:~,  i~ j~:~m}U{~: l~/~k};  oy  
Lerama 2.3.2 there is an  So-der ivat ion of 
(h) . . . . . .  ~ O tC, i : ; ,}  r %<.,,,.~ 
of length~th  (D.)._ Le t  f~2_ res t t t  f rom ..R£~ arid ~ ~-'o ~~ .,.~,~ by . . . .  ~dt~,_<fymg'- .... . " '-" t l ,  :~ it), 
~'/~ 2 and  ~" r wi th  ~ r u~>24 (by the appropr ia te  subst i tut ion) ,  tne~_ there is-a~; , ~ / , l , j  
So-d, r ivat ion of. 
* : '2  U 1 .<- -~V~}i"  U 2 
{DI ~ length~ t t  002). Thus  d~ere is an So-derivat ion of 
( j )  "' .~ , . . .  
,.:. u {, A , ,  --> o. 
o{ le~]gth ~<ih (D2)+p-  i .  ~=~er~ee by apply ing hyp. jr~d, to tBe demival:~on of (j) v,,,e 
Case 2: D = 
D I  g'~ xJ 2 
K U J~ U L io O,,a,<,~ U { ~.~,<a.a} K U & L.; L u "{~z~ b,} 'r <t.o~,~.~ 
t,, a o U ~[. U {~,, ,~} P O.. , , .  ~ 
: : : ] 
.~:';LJJ'sPG .,~ UfTV'~ ~<' ' "rt'~" ~-G : 
H u ] .  U JB=.,},~- G,, .; ,. : 
. . . . . . .  U=~ , _~ ,2, ; . .~ j~s  "0,~.=-i-<-~}, K - - -~- ( t~ } avd  r cg/:7~;} ~t *-t 
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.W s ' - "~" - :<-~,  !%/~m}U{' r~( :  :[--~j-<-.m.}, and I * -  ~'& v;~ ~ r,~, . 
V, -> F ,0 , :g  - &:> ~.=~ S<. -.- <..~ ~ ,: 4,, 1 <- i ---<: k + I} by Lemma 2.3.2 there is a= Sa-derbador,~ of
(a) H~tJ]*kg3,,..,,,.~ tj{gr~,<o,} 
of iex~gth~]h(D~). Since {~,~,, does no~ occur t~_egat}vely in (a) there Js an 
S0-derivatien of 
(b} E,T_~ U 3 a j- G,,.,,,.~: 
of ier~gth,a]h (D J .  Let H:2 result from. H~ and G~ from O,,.,,~.~ by ide'atifying ~Vi,,~ 
with %., and U<a, , with U,.,,j }'or some fixed t /q  (by the appropriate s~Jbsti{ation), 
d;e~a there Js a~~ So-derivation of 
(c) H2U 7* l- G2 
of ie~gth,,~--Ih (D~]. Titus there is an So-derbatkm of 
(d) H~iJl & Vh-e'C,,+~'t-G~ 
" i . : L~ i~tc  ) = 
of te~gth ~ ~h (O~) + p. !-Ie~..,ce by applying hyp. ind. to the derh~ation of (d) we get 
2,,~i< ........ i:} t ,~ lh  (D~)+p.  
By Lemma 2.3. i  there ~s an So-derivatioa of 
(e) _~ tJ J!., L j -{E, ~,q} F G,~,m ,~,. U {k,,,~ } 
of lex~gd.~  lh (D:z). Lee ~(~ =de ~ --{ ~;~'}: 1 ~ ] ~- k}, shrce %V~ does riot ocGxr positive 
in {e) therc is a~ S0-derbadoa o~ 
(9 <, u£  u {.s L,}f., c<,.,. ,~ u {&. ,~ 
of ie~sgth sx Zn (Oa). Lot G z =at-#3,,.,,.,.i< -{  tZ/}, s'.,£~_(se ~1/does r~ot octet  negative it,. ([] 
d-~ere is an So-derivation of 
(g; £~ u L, L) {~; L,}I- G,  u {&,,,} 
of  ]ei~gth:~dh(.D:z ), Let  ~¢7, restl]t :~roi-ls ~(~UJ-.O{B~,,~} and G s f?.'o~.~ (TJ, hy  
ider~iffy{ng eaci~ ~7,,.~ witl] %~,4 an{[ eacL U:,,, 4 with Ui,.~x (by the appropriate 
' ,ubsgmlkm), then thsre is an S{;--de:rivatiort of 
(b) ~.,~- O:, !~ {A,,,~} 
of b~sg' iS~h(Da}.  Let Ks=~e{B~,: t<~i~sn- - l ,  t - ' s j~m}U{B~4};  by L£mm~a 
2.3.2 ehe,'e h an Se-derivat~o~ of
(i) ~(s k G:  (.J {A,~.~} 
Lem:na 2.3.4 d>sre is an S0-de:dvaiion of 
(j) }.2_.,L~[BI.~: i s- ] ,::4 m }}- G~ U {A,,,.~} 
Bot~na. fi,~r :~roo¢'-search. at~d speed-up 
of !ength~ih (D~). [!J,:~,-~ .~mma~  ,< 2 3.3 the, re is aa So-derivatioe oJ~ 
of length~ih (D2). Since Lr~,,~,~ does not 0ccu.~: positive i~ (k) daere is a~:, S,-~* 
derivation oil 
(i) K4!J {B~:,,: I~]~-m}FG~U{A~.,} 
of lengt~ -~1 h (D2). Let I(s reset  from {/e2 {.s:, 1 ~ ] ~:4 ~,,} by s~bsl7 t .: {:7~g {.Q ~,?. {or 
!br~,.i~ for 1 ~:.] ~ m, t>_e~:~ detre is an So-derivatio,a of 
(n l )  ~r(4 [J ~f5 F (G2-  { fJoj,l : l~]'~m})U{A],,t} 
of length~<lh (D~). By hemma 2.3,5 ti~ere is an So-derivation of 
(n) {B~'.*: l~i'-~n-1, 1%f-~m}U{B~;*}l-(O~-{Ua,,.~: ;t ~:/'-~ m}) U {A', ,,} 
of length ~ !h (D:~). Let 
y#- _ .  . 1 ,.~I~ 
tt~en by Lemma 2+3.3 tkere is a,a S:-deriv'~tk}n of 
(o) ;¢-,,,~ { E,. ,} u (0~-  {U<:. , :  : f -~i ~- m?) 
of ]ength~:ih (Dtz). Thus by applying hyp. :ind. to the deiobeatio~? of (,>) we get 
Since all cases can he put in the form of Case ! or Case 2, this cors@~:tes the 
proof. 
{7} /,ff'd,(A)) r a 
", 4~i, 'The ru le  Of cut is the following 




21,,g>% It is easfly seen tflat for ti~e A~ of Section 2,3 t~ere is a po!ynoi):t[aJ qt:~ 
"I.~,sp.'~'cdon f the proof shows that variaiion o~ the ~.>aramei-er f: is am~ecessarv (i..':.. ff "~: i i~-; 
s~fffi.',;ieut, :.'ep;acing 2 ~':'*'~ !,<..,,i,} by 2~<~ ,,a.;). 
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c~Z--~:~, In 4 we shall show that for a suitable cow,start ,~c, 
3.i. }5'e~imi'.~arie,,: 
. . . . .  We ceu~ider formulae A, B, C , . .  ao:+to.~. . of Feedicate 1ogle bu~t up from arbitrary 
i~vdividua! terms relation symbols U, V, ~V~... individuN (bound) w.~-~s~.les 
x, ~, z , . . . , -+ ,  _L, and V. We refe:e the reader to Prawitz [29] for additioaaI 
.<;y:=4:a<.tic conventiors and distinctions. In wbat follows we shall make e.o me~tion 
of the changing and choice of bou~d vmiabies (and proper Farameters) leaving 
these m the reader. 
" o ~ J  ( " if 3.,t~.2o A formula~s ,. med mo~:ad,c ai! its relation syrabois are m~ary and all its 
pse,::do-terrf~s are parameters and vm-iables. 
3o2;~o3o The cd.culu:, (cut-free sequentmi rales for the predicate calculus} is 
obtained from So by the addition of the rates 
F 'U{A(a)}kG 
(iV F) . FU{VxA(x)}kG'  
~:::,-. G u {A,(u)} ( F 'g} -= . . . . . .  =: . . . . .  : -=  
;,'7~,- G U 4g:,',: A (>:)} 
32L~4~ Th.e cak:ulus N~ 0vaturai rules for ¢~*e l?redica~e calctfius) is the system C' 
o~ P':a'::i~z [23] (under the definitior,, of Sec~iou !.4; the reader should cow, suit this 
~:..,~u~.lo~I.~ .sxp[a~lat[oasL ~[t consists of the ru]es 
( A ) 
(--. f) 
A -e. B 
A -> B ,4 
--~.- E) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.L ( .L "~ 
./2, f~ 
A(;;)  (v : )  ............. 
%~ A_(:r) 
"? f}:: a ,'-,-~o:~: refitted "urdficatio~" a}go:r;t[~r 2~" ca.,~ be  replaced by 2 ~<~'. 
Bo,.mds for ~;vog-.~earch a~d speed-~,,~l . . . .  2i9 
provided that ~ does not occ . . . . . .  ,r in rm~,: assurer?glee 
VxA(x_) (us) 
A(a) 
3,+~o5o The  ca}culus No (natural . . . . . . . .  " ..... ~< '", '<  ca!cu:us) _~,F ~v :uies m.: th~ pr~p:as,..a.,n<,l co-asists 
lea', the rules (Vf) and (V . / ) .  
a,..¢°.@. The  calcuh:s (narcira] rules ior the predicate ~=a~:-~::D: ,. ,dlh :qua!ity) 
consists of N~ together with the axiom ,~xtx = x) and the :~ule 
A(a)  a@b (=) 
A(b)  
3oI~7° The  catculns NE  o (rmtu~nlruies for the propositional calc~hm whh 2 "~ ...... 
consists of No + (=)  ~ogether w~m-'*' th"~ axioms a = a, 
3.2. Upper bnu:~d fl?r ~he mo~adic  case 
3~2olto Le:e~ao ff F I -G  ~as an S: +c~g-derfvati, o~ % ~eug~ :~= ~, w~t~ cuts e~dy e~',~ 
pritue form~.dae, sh.er~ F : :> ~' ~sT <;. 
~:@@L By ind'dcti.on on n. We shah p:tove a :n~:ch more general resu.lt i: Section 
5. 
3°2°2+ Let  P: • • • P~ be fixed ~:na~7 :elation symbols; a type o- is any s:~bs¢~. (:4 
{2>: ..... P.,}. The language L(P:.../~£,) is b:~lt up from P>,..., P,,, ~:p~:d !:Mr- 
: i du~ paramete~ u; <:, v :  . . . .  (types ape unique), i~dixddual vanish{ca ,~, y, z, -.  o, 
~-., J_, and V. The c~dcuim> S::(P: ° • " :> ) ha~ as ~=mo:,s ~< 0-,, J_ } .c=, FR (7 .  ~= ,., 
for Igor  and :U{I~L~"}I(7 for ~ e:~r, and as rides (b -~.), (-:.  b), (V F), a id  
F [- o u (A  (~,~119}'-, F ~- G u {A  (~ >I}  
(~- V(G " "  G)) 
kJ LW Y.. z-~, ~,X j j  
where 0~ - •, G,, is an enume~'afion f ali tTpes (m = 2"), and uD does not. occt~r i :  
the conc!usiom 
3°2°3° If F I "G  is an L(P :  oo" ~)-seque~t  its interperta!Jo~ F* t "G*  @his is an 
abuse of :~_etation- siace F*  may depend on G and G* o:d F) is defined ~s. fcdhpavs; 
let u~: - " • ~ , '  be the parameters oceur rbg  in .FkG a id  set O =,:~rSub: : [~b ',1, ~hen 
F*  =dr /b 'U  {.Pfl{~ : ~ ~ 05 } and G* = ~: #G U {,~*.:.~ : ~- ~ o:}.  : 
3°2°4+ Lv~:ao  ~7 ~*l-e--'* is vaiid, the.u "-'-----.~,~e,... e.o 
: 
F~.e£  The usual  completeness proc¢ for semantic tabtea~:~x~ : 
3°%G :¢o~-m~Nae .A and B of L(G, "" ~ P.)  are ca led  simi!ar~ ifi Symb0:s A ~ B, if 
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letting ~,~'~ . . . .  ~{2-;" be all the occ~;rences of parameters in A fl'om keft to Jght  so 
A = A(~,J~, . . . .  ~'~,,) we ha,-e ? =A(v~% . . . .  v~:,) for sorae v7 . . . .  v2~ (no~_e ~;~at 
this ' "~ '" : "~ < provided e~edmt~on pezmits ':4~ °' = ~t.' m~d vy, # v~'-% and ~a[', ¢ ~q, and u[, = ~ i'
< =q) ,  L(P~''" g, ) - sequents  FbG and Hbd are cal led s~milar ff F / - -=  H7 -~ 
and 19) '~  = di'=. 
Zo2,:~ L,a~%~;~mo Suppose Fb  G is ~ L(P~ • " " I{.)-,seq~cn~ wi~h Ih (F) +lb (G) = m, 
. . . . . . . . .  2z dmifariO' ~ypes of  seqv.enfts occar M ¢~ny S~(P,  " P.~- 
fieriva¢~o?~ oJ Fb  G. 
}f'2~eL This is the so cal]ed %ubfox~nula propcrw '  tot cnt,-h'ee derivations. 
........ ~ '~  . • - 2~,)-seq~.,e~*r Fb  O: /f !h (F} +~h (G) = m m~d 
iF [-~-~:.~.> G, ~he~ F [ [~-~:~,5  G whege k = 2 u '+ '~ ' 'q  +Ioglog (n). 
P;<~o:do This follows easily from Le~rmms 3.2.6 and 3.2.'L 
3.2°9° Le!a~,a~o Fo~- ar~ L(P~- . • Z%)-seavem .FF G; )v J - ! [~e~;~ G ~F*  ks{- G* 
>:here k. = 2"  • m,  
~'>r~e~fo Let D be aa S~(P.~.--" ~.,)--derbatien of FPG.  Obtab  an S~+cut- 
.:h-~ivation of .F* [- G~"~ D*, by replacing each sequent 7£ J- a r by H* b 7" and each 
(i o V(P~ .... P,.)5 by the obvious binary tree of cuts on prime fc, nmdae lot]towed by 
(t: V], Now apply L.erama 3.2.1 to D*. 
d~ee~ .F [-4.~4  O .{b>" ,.:'. s, .dmNe qt{a&a,:ic po~y},o~ff(.d. D(x). 
:, ,~:.~o,~,.~ Given A t>~: the mniversal closure of its interpert,ation '. ander the 
daffy}ilion of 2.!.2) and apply Lelm~as ~ 9 S and 3.2o9 . . . . .  ' ~ ~' 1 " . . . .  ~o r..m sequ:mt ~, tA ~. ~-ne 
propo.,Jticn'o ~c,w folk>ws ~rom ~:he so cs~bd "im/ersion theorem" (For ' '] 
,4  . . . . .  " " ~ " ~ ~ ~ ¸ ,:-,~.gi.Jt. hl ~'>ec{~on 3 ,~e shai[ prow: that there is ~ recurs[re function n~ ~u(.~,] u.~t 
'rh~s resuh wi~ be ~.:~ed below. 
S.3o2o 
.&b~.d : for pms[:aearci; aud speed~u!:; 
P~'~e,fo As ha l[~dmrdson [31]o 
3°3°3° ~'epa,a~@km_, T}iere m:e [~.#~cffons h, n% s~mh that 
(b) i f  A is va~id (wi:h equa~i;~), then Tin; . . . . . . . . .  
P~aafo There are ~otior~s ~,  ~-2 of sMilarit? between fom:~.~ae sati~%:~ng 
(i) Iength ~ a properV of .e:%,pes, 
@) there are only finke!y many --c-types of ieng@ ~ n, 
~/(:T~] A ~.$ ~'h B) ,  and 
S,,S.4o l%:e~es~l~®~o Fo~ a~.y m~ sagsfying Pror~osMon 3.3.3 we have i} is ~ec~:it~e 
in m~; moreover, .for #~e optima~ s~4ch m~ we have m; is rec~sive i~ £.  
F:reefo For i = 1 the p~oposifion %iiows i',ro~a 3o3.1{a) aRd Le~mna 3.3.2. Let 
i := 2. riM:v" any word .~n'oblem for a finkely generated, 5nke]y prese~t:,ad semi- 
g~'oup is equivalent to d~e ,:aii~?, of a fon~uIa ))i! the fon:n &%:F ~ A-'., for F a fi~fite 
set of eqtta~ions, where UU{~} is :sy~;~metric and ~ta ins  o~]y u~mry fl~nc~:km 
syTr~boIs. Thus Ne propasifion follows from i.3.2 a~d 3.3.1(b). 
4.1..Preliminaries 
4, / to% We co~Mder form@ae of predicate ]ogic ~{~ i~ 5L!,i, The no~5on of a 
reiafion te~m~ is J~-e -~ a~ follows: U is a relation teras n.r'~ each ~x:a~,on~" ~ s':~,,noo~'  
U: Ax, " . . . .  a :.,. . . . ; ; ,  ) is a 1"elation ~;erm for each fo~mfl.a A @- . .  ~4 ] 
4At% The ~ogical complexity o~ a f ommla  A~ tg (A), is the namb~r of occ~.~er~cc'S 
of Iog~cad operations a~d p~'~ne pse~do-formn:lae ~n : k ,  ~s,,~;::=~% 
, * " • - :m,  ,' - -d f~-N \ t~-~;D • - . ~ m~,: ]o  
.-~oa~,;,, in ins  section we sl=ali make use of a :ve~:y spe<ffal no~ion of substkv';ffom ,~ 
• . ,¢~ ] _ . . . . . . . . . .  gO ~'e~a~-~on e~W~s s~,Hi? that: ,SU.bStlUdhOIk 47 is a. ~at3 ~{}.~ re~a~!o.~]L ey!-ahc,!~ " " * 
(i) dora O =af{U: eU~ U};'~s nm.te, ~ ~" 
"" - " -  [ :3  ~;- -  o4.~. '~]~ d (~) ~mty ,,,~U: - a.n;y (u :, am_ 
(ifi) if' 9U = ,bh .. . .  :&A, ~ff~en % ac0~a~!v Occ~trs inA .  = : 
) , £ 
# induces a map from relation terms t~ relation terms a::td &'Ore :N~:-.de~NatiOns 
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to N~--deri.vations ir_~ the obvio~s way. Both of these maps wili a!so be denoted 
_ ,0u~ .. on% ~n the usual way. K dora O 5 {,2~ . . . . .  r~,}, then we write a - Suou . ?. u,, " - - .. 
4oiI~o4. K 0 and ,& are snbstimtions, the,~ ,~ is their composkion and 0 + .6 is the 
sehs~.itution dethned by 
(0+5)U=4~U g U~dom~b, 
=OU if U Jdomqh.  
K jr. Js a finite set of relation ten~,s and F '=F] , ' - F ,~ ,  then O i'i ~ g the 
snbstkntio~ defined by 
(8 I F )U=aU if. U oct, its in a member  of 'some ~,  
= U otheP, vise. 
We say that O unifies F i~' for each l -~- i~: ,  card (~?'}~)= i. 
4o;.,So K ~ is a finim set of re!ation te~s  and F= K~ oo" K,,, t~en Ig (F) is the 
maximum iogicai complexity of a relation term be]onging to some ~:] and rei (F) is 
tf~e tots1 n~mber of relation symbo!s occurring in members of the Fi. 
4.io~. }Zf 0 is a subs~.~t~.v.Jon, then ig(0)=afmax{ig(0k7): UedornO}.  Note that 
ig (04) ~-.ig (0)" ig (6) and !g (0;if) ~ lg (8) ° Ig (F) where N? =a~ 0"K~ o. .  {Y'E:- 
4.2. Uppe~ bow~.d 
4o2oio Leu~?z,~ao S',-'.ppose that ~5 ix ~ finite set o[ .i%rm~lae, ~= F~. . .  iE,, a~-~ 0 
(1) ~?h ~;.'.~iTs K 
(3) |g ((50 ~%!g (}s'),]~ ;..,,hew m = 2 ~'i(~?}, 
(iv) tel (P )  = ~:ei (P)-- i ".-i, and 
(v) l,,:~ (4,~)<% (F% 
Given ~ch {i,'~ and ~i~ ~h~:: desh'ed substitutions are obtah~ed by setti~g ~2 =u.~¢~ 
gul)po;~e ~hat P m;d 4.~ -~ have been dehned, ~; = F'~ • " " ~ai,, and card (F}) p:51. 
Selec~ A~. A.a £rom ~:i s~ch that A ;  ?÷ A2. A~smr~i~g Chat A 1 and A a are wrR~er. 
i~ Polia~ notation, le~ B~ ~.:esp. k? be t1-~e i~seudo-sebformu!.ae beginni;lg witF: 
Bounds far ~raof-sea,,'ch a~d s.rx'..~d-~_p 25~ 
t~e first symbols at which they differ. Since r#[-~ uM~ies F I e i ther  ~.~ or :G~.:fs 
p~irne and #.L. W.Lo,So ~,~pose that B: = Ua~ , ,  • a,, and b? e=: 
B(U,b} ' "  b* ~ * • b b~ " " ~ ~ ', iadicadn~ the  pr ime . . . . . . .  ~ .... ~" 
ences in B2 fi'om left to ~ght. Note that ¢ {(, exists, t~, ; U¢  U,~ because of ore' 
speciai notion of subsfit~.ti0i~. Since. <b[i"~.i~=<5~-~Bz we Lave 4["~I~ .... 
B(C~ . . . . .  C~) where  Ci~ = (4*~- -~)b~ "" • b;',,. :Let f;~ :: .22:(t'i' . . . . .  %)  i~dicaI:iug 
the ms×kraal oceuz<ences (from left to rig!~t} of pse~do--ier~:~s . .ot co~ata[~i.a£ 
va=dab!es bound in (._~ at their occun"emce, then ¢~~U l:as the f,.~n~ 
. . .  ) ~ :~:  ( ]1  l " "" d iq)  . . . . . . . . .  aQ)  and 4~-:tO~ ~a~; the fo rm 
ky{ . . . .  q (-'e'=fe'~ . . .  ~<" .,,~,-,~, 1, , ,) where 
a~ ' • ' a . ,~  b 9 " - - b f~a  
Sub d~=t~= Sub e~. 
Let V~ - o" i~ be new rel~;tion symbols satisfyir,~g 
(b )  G = v ; , ,~ ,  G = G. 
*.~ ,,, ~z, q~'/~ . . . .  e,<,,< and put  ~ ~ -~tXz~ . . . . .  z~ C'~'( :~ . . . . . .  e<).. Fk'~atly, def iae 
~PF~ - • • T t,  
4~= Sub 
[gfl~ • - * L r [  
and 
Tf ~: -- r'~- 
~= (&~-* l (dom ~g*- [{U}U{Grq  l~q~<~}]) )+ Sub , 
Conditions (fi)-.(v) are easily checked. 
s~;bsti~t~tio~t  sg~,ch th~ 
(1) P : e)O*, ,~,_~ 
"2) i f  A occP.r:; in ~:~: 4v'~ ~,~ (&?-<Z" whe, 'e  "" _-~>,_~{z~> ~ , ,, 
~; ,~L  Le~ w be an ~n%ctive ass i~me~t  of ( -a iv  relation sy~bols to d~e formeia 
occmTences of D:  to each irderence in -~,~' we assig'~ a seq~enc¢ of fi,~f~e sets of 
fo~.wnulae as follewS; : 
(A) -:~ ~ :: :: . . . .  
B : i 
-: ~ - ~-+(U -~ w(B), W(A -'-* B) :  U a new: 0-m'y reiation symboi}., 
1!5:} R, Starrl~,a~z 
(-~A) 
°L 
. . . . . .  ~{:,,(z), z} {w(C): C~ (-~A)}U{w(A) ~ z}, 
A 
A 
~--@<o(A) ~.  w(B), ,¢.(A --> B)}, 
B 
- - - -~ ,{w(A(~) ) ,  Uu} {w(Vx A(x)), V:,~ U:d 
Vx A0c) 
for U a new 1-ary reIation symbol u a proper parameter, 
A - -~{w(A) ,  u} {w(vx a), Vx U} 
VxA 
for U a new 0-ary relation symbol, 
A (a) 
%- U a !-ary ~:e!ation symbot x occurs i~ A( : J , .  
Vx  / ;  
. . . . .  ~>{w(A), U} {.;(VxA), V£ u} 
A 
for U a new 0-ary relation symbol  
Let F be the sequence of a!l such sets, the~? there is a subsd1:ut~on 0 such that (~ 
tmifies F a~'~d for each (3cct~r~'ence A in D we have A = 6w(A) .  By Lemraa 4.2. i  
there are ,~, 4)2 satisfying the condBJons stated there; k t  D*  resuk from D by 
rc.placiag each formula occu~,ence .4 by @,w(A) (D* is an N,-der ivadoe by 
4.1.3(~ii)). 
fw;c~ie~,U 
F!b-<~)-~ By P~opos[tion 4°2,2 for quantifier-free A, r~T_~.=.~there ~s a valid 
quandher-free ~;] with fg (B)~3"* whe,-e m =2 3''*'-1 -FI s~teh that A is a substku- 
t io~ by ; tahoe  o f  B .  i2 is  obv ious  that  {,} " ~ ~"  ' {' ) ~ fo r  a ' t ;  t'7<; iB, -,;' 1-,~17- B sukab]e hnear thus 
f~-:', ...... p roposb . [on  fo l lows  ,~om ~- " - ~2._.7 ~a. 
4.3. f,ower bovmd 
4J<]h Let i and 2 be constants, ( ) a binary function symboi, m~d L r au unary 
reladon symbol  7'0 each ~.'equence s of !'s, 2's, parameters a~d va~Jab]es we 
assign a ps<mdo-t<,.rrn ~ at" follows: a~=df i ;  a~. =d,~(t%). 
K A {S a qaant~fier-f~e for~Jaula, iet F~A be the result of replacing each 
maxima a,~ in A by a~. If ,s = t~ " • • {., "dien we ?et  s*A  =~#i : ( "  " " (~ , / ;  ) " * "). Let 
A{ :=,:~ iT7~;;-+ ~Ua~ arid set A!.+~ = ~,~(I*A~--> (2*i4~:--~ Lla~})--> U%. 
Bo~.mds for proof*se.:~-ch aud .%aeed-~q) 25: 
4,3.2. Ii,e~ts:':m ~T ~,<. 
~:'s-Sfo Le.t s = ~,:: . • :.<,, and define N,-derbatiorm. Ek(~ ) as fk?liows: 
n, (s )  =,,<,:~=~-_ ~-- ~-~:{£%-7 - 
and D~<+:,.(s)=~ 
/ i . .  ! ~¢X S :'}:52 >::/~: 
~,*:*& -> (~*~<--> ~,* u<) -7*-i*L:i,: ..... ::,:,',: : : * . , :% 
:;*:'% .<P57k . . . .  RPU<S 
/ . . . . . . . . . . . .  22_ . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
s*Ak.: 
NOW !et D:(s)=~eD:(s) and set D':"'(s):=,::: 
/'D~..(s') 
s*A~+±: D ~ (s:,O 
(~'X Sax*Ak) --> s*Ak+ ! V;~ SgX*A k 
sOAk+,[ 
for u a new garameter. 72~e desS"ed N~-de:Jvat~on of A .  is D=@). 
~'eef°  I%r each seque>.ce a of L% a~ld 2% of [emgl-h t:, Ak ~ contaim; a si~bfomm~}a 
of the form UG--> U'G° For each such s this s~bfo:nu!a m:,~st occm- in aa~y 
t ' ,  " '~"  { No=der{vatkm of A~+ ! sgwe tl,¢ result of repladng it by a m}tw :>a: 3 >iqahcm 
symbol is not va~id. 
4.4. Norn~odfzaffon procedm'ex 
z:.o4,?~o Proposition 4.2.3 ca.uaot be obtained by the aaalysis of V:~witz (30} 
normai~:adon procedure as this p~'.ocedm:a is auper-expome~at~ai w.mt h::~gt~ 7'%i&: 
can be easily seen from ti~e cor~respondi;:g fact fo r  the typed Akea~c~]':~s thfe--~]~ 
Howard% derivaikms as tem:s co~:strz.cdoa (Howard [i4]). The f~-t :a:~ ~lw: typed 
,\-calculus foi]ows easily from the observation that 
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where 
_~ :=dfAyXy(  °° "  (yX)" "  °)  
is a term of the typed system (see [2, p. 10]). 
4°4°2° in contrast o 4.4. !, we shall show in Section 5 that the ana!ysis of Prawitz 
[30] r~ormalizafioo procedure does give the right order of magnhude for speed.<lp 
by the predicate calculus with equality. 
5, SS~eeSoep By fihe psedkete ~e~esa w~@ eRa~N@ 
5.1. Upper boumd 
5Ao!o F;ar what follows we refer the reader to Prawitz [30]. 
££,L2o An NE~-derivation is cNled norma! if it does ~ot contain aay of the 
fo!k>ving combi~RatioBs of inferences; 
(a) an -+)' whose conclnsion ~s d~e major premiss of an --> B, 
(h) a VZ whose conclusion_ is the premiss of a VE, 
(c} a .L whose eonc!usio~a is the major premiss of an e!hr.dnat;on, 
(d) an = ,:vhose conch~sion is the major premiss of an eihninal]om and 
(e) ar~ = whose major (left) premiss is the conclusion of an fstroductio~a. 
&io.'.,% Lea~s:;~ao Sf F' is a (b~i~e se~ RF e@4a.~io~~s and there is a nom'~a~ NF~-derivafio~ 
of E j%om VE' N: ~e;';gth so; h ~he~ Sub F F{J~E )2. 
P~-'(~e£ Prove by h~du.ction o~ a the following; if G is a finke set of equations and 
there is a normal NE:<iedvat ion of R ~ or Z from VFU-nG,  thee for some 
5i c (~ U{E'} we have Sub F ~.~g N, 
5o;L,4., }Le~m-asa° {;* ~heH~ is' e'. nmmal  Nrdeffva~@~ of A of P~ngth ~n,  the~ 
> "m- . . a ...... u,b~e ~im,m. L 
!i%<~gL Straightfoa'ward 
52~_o5~ Consbfier ~he reduefi(:ms U.3.3.1.3 and H.S.3.iA. of P'rawkz [30]; @ese are 
defk~ed o~ N~<le , ivado~s as wei~ as tbe ones conside:red {here. We de~o{e @e 
x~r<esp<xKiing reducibiif{:y relation by ">" .  
5°1!o& L¢>4:emo ~{f ehere is a ae'ma~ N£~-.derh',atgo~ D ¢ such ~ha~ D >D* ,  d'~e~, 
k &" -": ~*lh U'b a , 2 [ I " 
]~:£w;'.~. By Prawkz [30, i1.3.5.3] ~t sufaces ~o fiad a seq,~sa:~c6 P = Do> D~ ~.  o • > 
Bomgds for proof-search et~id speed-up 25"7 
L%, such that L~, is ::orma!> ~-~:lh (D), and ib U) . , : )~2 :h(r4:'. U A occurs k~ Di :d: 
rnk:(A)=e,:1+max{rnki(~)s~.F" ocmzrs m D~ aad tgUB)<Ig(A)}  a>d set 
rnk (i)=~::na.× {rnlq (A): A is a nau:,Jr:a] fox'raffia ef O:}. Obt:a:e, D.:+ ~ from D: i:y 
ei imh:ating (Dora top to bottom) a!i m:-Ph-,_.al :ornmiae of max imum ~'~.~k~ thin: 
[h (D~+~.) ~ 2 m (D~) and rnk (i + 1) < rnk (i) :'-:-. ~h (D) so we i:ave -the desired sequerme 
by [30, :I.3o5.3]. 
goio7o We define the notion of an expansion as follows 
/ 3 / 4 z 4 
t - -3  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
£ ± _L 
- 3 I 
A ~ I3 - r -d  .~ -+ P-~ - z - 
£ 
. . . . . . .  2 
4 
A -~ B 
,2 ,1 / 
(-~Vx/,.(x)) (--F~'A(x)),,_ ,~ _~L~,_{((;! . . . .  ) 
D D -TA(K) A.(M 
3- .i.. i 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Vx  A ()f} q -qVx/ ! :  (X )  " - ]Vx  A (X)  
k 
Vx A (v) 
A (< b) 




.~:(a) --, ~'ta) 
......... ~TZZ- - -  
A(b) . . . .  ( ) o 
2 
a~b-->(A(b)--, ob~)j a@b w2~ 
A (b) -~ B(b) 
i 
The [mgmd~ate ~ar  A~'i~' - ' '  . . . .  • ex~ . . . .  ~,u @ and expa:dfbfilt3~ reiatlo~?s are defined s}m~iavk, :o 
25S Ia., &atmal* 
[30, H,3.4.! and It.3.4.2]. 15~e expmMibiiity relation is denoted < '<"  (the 
coaverse of > w~iI never be used). 
(V '~' f) 
(V 'E )  
and 
(=*) 
5,.L8. We defir~e a prop ..s!t{o~al systes~ NE;I: in which we sbal! sn-auiate. ~.E.. X he 
~: " -* ~ NE~' are .o~mu~ae o,. built t@ f rom proposit ional parameters  U. . . . .  tl;e proposi-  
tioea~ constants 2 and .~*, --% and the unary connective oanstant F*. The fetes 
v~--" -->f, - *E ,  2 ,  of ~ q ~7" are 
A ~"* 
together wRh the ax iom V*.[. '*. 
The not ions of  redtmdo,% expansion,  and norms l  der ivat ion  are def ined fo r  
Nf~ ~ .iust like those for NE~", TL*e correspo~ding reducibility and expandibiliLv 
rei~,tions are denoted °*>*" and "*<"  resp. 
5°4°9 Le~:~at~ao ~br each N~.-de~'ivafion D ,:here is an ['~g'~-derivation D* s:¢ch 
(a) Ds>*Dl¢~ghes'e is a D2 s.t i)~ =D~ = a~td D>D2,  
,.o, ~... --,- ,<Othere is a. O~ s.~. ,)~ =D~ ou, d D'<D.e, 
(c) D* is' ~zorma~ <=5-" D is nc.rm#~( , ~rtd 
(d) ih ~''" % ~" (D) .  
~a.-~, :.~,<da~,e . . . . . . . .  To obtain; iO* from ~0 perf~rm the following operatios~s (in the order 
£h~e;9; 
(i) _rep[ace each maxima] occ~_rrence oi' a ps,~t~do-term by 0, 
([i) . . . . . . .  c"  each . .., ~. ~,;p,~ ..,~ subformu[a occurres~ce of ..)= (} by >~* and each sub:!ormrda 
occurrence o!~ '{/*(l "o'  0 b'y U (in sud~ a way that she corresponde~~.ce $%-> U is 
i - - i ) ,  
(i}i) replace 4r  Wbrou2:hou toy  v . 
The ~-~'";,.,,~,.o~..~ hehvee.~'~ . . . .  D and D* wiI] be. further analyzed in Sectio~.~ 6; in v~J=<~ 'd'.)
we !~:we jc~st !fsted he_ properties useo_- ~ be]ow. 
5o}h~.@., tr~ tb{s section a sub:stit~t{on 0 ~s a map from propos~tion~ parameters to 
proposIaxona~ l-or~ulae such ti~at dora ¢~ := ,.{{J: 90"0 [J} is si~ite "Wts aeop~ zreei 3 
<~e~z~,~ous of  Sectior~ 4 fo.r' t{~is ~'ot:[e*a o:~ a subst i tut ion,  and w*.'iCe pa'~ fo~" 
%_el" (¢Io~:~.', Q~a£ . . . . .  he2e !o.a., -'-~J.*.,',~' 
Bounds] 'o rp~of -seo ,~d~r~dweed- f tp  25 ~ 
and there is some m~i'/ie~" c f ~ :.he',,, there is a ~ s~;ci, tha; 
(a) 0 ~.'mNes ~Z 
(b) for any usifier 6 o~ F ~here is ,:, 4 '  ::.t 4 b :''= (-~'#) ~E and 
(c) lh (0) ~ !h (l~) ' '  whew m = 2 ~" °"L 
P~:e~fo Although like 4.2. i we give the proof ha order to :.:ee how the strenfithe~> 
hag ~ ad~ieved. Let F ~ =drF; we define f';, .,:.P s.t.  
0) N +~ = d .p ,  
(fi) pm (F  ~+) = pm (F) - i + I,  
(iii) for some k, 0;: urines F k, 
(iv) if eb urines F ~ then ~ = ~%, and 
(v) !a (0') = ~h (~';'). 
Given sueF~ e ~ the desired 0 is O k . - • O *. 
Suppose that F ~ has beeu defined, F ~ = F [ . . -  FI,, and card (F)!~ 1. Select A~o 
A~ from F] such that A~#A~.  Assuming A~ and A~ are wrkten b Polish 
notation, let B,  resp. B2 be the subformu!ae beginning with the flrst symbols at 
which they differ, it  follows from (i), (b)., and the assm~pdon that F has a u~.il~er 
that F has a unifier. Hence either B~ o, B2 is a propositio~mi parma~¢~e;. W,t.o.g. 
suppose that .B~ = [L Now ff 6A~ = 4,A:,., thes:~ qbU = 44~ and U does not ocem:' in 
B.> Th~;s i t  suffices to put  8 ~ -- " :.,s, 
ao~-.C~ ;~3:e¢~®s~}e,~L :~ '  each NE~-deriivation D there & or4 Nr~7..deri~:a,j:;~ '' ..... 
and a substitudo~ 0 such Na~: 
(a) D = eJD*, and 
(b) if A oecm:s in D +, Ne~ ih (A )~Y:  where ~ =2~'m°~>~+ 71. 
~?~'e~4o Just !ike 4.2.2. 
5o~L!~$o Le~'.,:~ao Suppose tt!at for ,\rE~Lderiva:dons D1 ...... ~.~2, a,~d the stebsff~;tk~.~:~ 
0 we have D~ = ~OD> #,,on. 
(a) ff Dz*-<.O, theft ©~*<OD, 
(b) if D2 >* D, ~hen 0I  > * OD, 
:e ~ D1 is normai~-4D, is normM, s.~d  _. 
P.~eeL Obvious. 
=* . , , .  4~, o-e~ .8 h.oo~Vc ' s,me" 4 co~wh;aiorgs the~? d,e~te is a ~¢)r~n:M DV" g;¢c]; tha~ g~ ~ .:/ , 
~-,~efo Just i~ke 5.1.60 : . : 
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5oLt5  Lem~ :~,~pose ~ F "~ ~ NE~¢-deriva~ion such that if ,% occ~¢~.~ in 19, 
then th (A} "-~; ~, then Nere is a D ° af ieng6* :~ 7-  n • 1h (D) ,s~ech ,hae O :~:~ D ° a~d 
the ca~ch~sio~* of a.~O' Z or =*  iP~)rence in D ° i~ pn: ~e. 
~olo~o a>r<>pes~k,.~o For each N1g,-derivatio~ Dt *.here are D2 m~d D~ suc~ that 
(a) D~ < D> 
(b) ih (D~)~ 2~_ a~ {°# fbr a suit~bte linear fl~nction l, 
(c) D~ > D~ and 
(d) D:~ is normal 
P~ee~ Cons ider  the fo l lowing d ia~'am:  
/~', s.~.9/i" 5.m3 £ 5.~.~5 
o,) ,:!:> O(D; :~÷°) <Y~ o~' .... 
Do & o(DF °-) ,& oC  °- 
v4=~ere }h(D J  = !h ~ '*~-A ~=l~m (D~ ~÷) by 5.1.9 and  :5.1.f3. l h (D j - !h (~(D i .  ~-  
• - J o  [ .3 .~,  ~ia (D' i~+°)~7 ~ ih (D~ '+) where  ~~ : 3 ~" for  m~ = 2 :~m(~*>'~ + ~ by '~ ~- c0 ~ . -,  ,~ 
5 1.!3, m~d 5.1. t5 .  and D~>-°; heece  by  5.].13 0(D:~ *°) ~:nd by 5,1.9 D> is 
~,ormal. 
a suitable ~ine~?r ~%mction L§ 
tF~e~>2o }:;v Ler~m~as .5. ] .3 a rd  5. i .d, and Propos i t ion 5.1. I6 .  
5.2. Lower  b.o~;~d 
t O~ik}WS Wg;  . . . .  So;~&C For  wha ~, ~  - refer t~e reader  to Sect ion ~t .< .4. Let  F be as ir~ to3.~. 
]=~'~¢~h FP,~t we construct  au,d~iary pred~cate~ R~: as fo]iows; 
~' . . . .  V:~.(P:,c = (P(yx))) ,  is. I "-- di' ,~t y 
;~ By  a more  re ,qeed  ~ un i f i~ io l f '  a lgork lma 2~.,~ can  be  rep lace  d by  2! ~,,~ 
Bounds for p~:~,2f - se#'~mh and speed- up 24, t
and 
R,,,+~ =e,~Xy Vz('<.,z ,-~ 2;%, , (yz) ) .  
Next  let  D(u ,  v) be an NG~. .d ,~rh ,?<t . . :m of ( (2~)v)=( '~:(uv) )  frox~:~ VCLC W~ 
coi~struct N .E , -derbat ions  E~., 2~ m, of ]/!,.i r f rom VC%* as foi!owsi Oi==.:~ 
Vx 14. - -  
P~ = (P(~v)) (P (uv) )  - (P(u(uv))) 
.~v = (P@(uv) ) )  D(~,  .'D 
Vy P v = (P((770>,)) 
vy. £~ = (P(~) )  --.- Vy  ;%, = (P~(~+:)>,)) 
R2T 
and D.~, ,  :af 
,> 
Vx (P.,.x - ~ ", 
Vx(R.;:,/?IG(ux)) . . . . .  J -=-7~- - -  _ - __G,_~f?_£ ,>~, !~ . . . . . . . . .  #{,_,(!,' 
Vx(£, , ,x -+ R.,O.~x))-~> Vv(P  ~, -o~ 7% ((S'@v~} 
Now we co~istruct NEl~de~dvadons E/~. ,,, 2~;~,  o~ 2~,,~7}; [rorI_ o. ........... ~< ~ whh_ 
m+] 
R, .< .~ 
m~ 
R~(7],Q) 
th¢~ 2i~,,~-, = O(m(n)$ ~%,=: ~ auf#@i.e cOn~:ta:.n~ k. • 
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}2~'¢e£ By Proposition 1.3.4 and Lamina .5.2.2. 
o~:). The seq~eemial case 
5cAL. By combLn}ng the remark in fl~e proof of Propo~;ldor, 4.2.3 with Lamina 
5.1.4 it is easiD, seer~ {tom Seet%~ 5.2 that ~ ~ ...... {A}~d. bY}'"'~s; H,,., for a 
s@tab!e linear mnction L § 
5.3o2~ The analogue of Proposition 5.2.3 for S~+cut {s easier to prove tha~ was 
Proposition 5.2.3. 
6, ~>,.~eSoseaa'eh 5a s~4 s@eed<°ap by seee>&.e>£e~' ~og~ 
6. i. Prel i ,~inodes 
4oLd. We consider form~Iae A, B, C,.o.  of second-order }cg~c buik ~.p from 
arbitral; ind[viduai terms, relation parameters (called %e!atfon symbols" in 
Secdot~ ~ indiv':duaI variables, relation (bound) var~aNes X. %\ Z, -->, .1. 
and V (i_~a ddition, for the catculus for equality, the retade~ ~, constant = ). We 
refer the ~eader to Prawitz [25] for addkiofml syntactic om/e~?tions and distino- 
k.m order to retaLq "version 2" ,.~otatJon we define 
,'o:~ • , . r~ , ,4  (x  . . . . . .  x , , )a ,  • • a .  --~; ~a~ . . . .  , %)). 
_., , .,.le~ or ~.co~,d--o x~,., ~og~c) fs the calcuh:!s C > of 
Prawi'tz [29[i (version I). tt consists of the ru~es ~g ~-E, ~, V. j  (called "VI '"  in 
Secdon 3), 'V~.K (caUed "%:~:" ~ Sec~%n 3 ~ 
A (d)  
]:,~°ovidcd t~at U does not occuz :h~ a~y assumption, and 
VxA(X)  
\ 2a-~/ A (T~ 
tSj£ ~}~ The caic~h~s N[}£: (y~a~ma~ r~{es t'or seccnd-ord,sr k)g{c with eq~.$a]~y) is N;~ 
~oge~hcr wiih !he axiom and ru~e of equa!:i~y. 
6&~4o L.ct A =d~Ax:,' VAf(X.'¢ ~+ Xy).  
2~::,s~s~S~o~:~o There d:re ~/ne~r f~nctioi,s [~, t2 s,,.:ch tha~ 
., ~ .- ~ .  ' ~ FT'-fff~ bKYOu --'~ -~"  N2  o~,o~:, U A,  a? Id~ 
2 I ;i By a more rc~ncd "XmE~cado~Y aksorkhm 2~:;[.: ca;-~ be ~ep}aeed by -2'< .... 
:!~i3 
,~,~ if A contab~s no pseado-st~bfL.'rm.~:~a .q~ r~;e ~erm )Ra:b, ~h~*q k~,,}r: Si~b0A:::> 
1-~.~ Sub5 A. 
P~'e~o (a) is straigffffop~ard, and (b) follows easiiy frown f ie :o~owing properties 
of S ¢!bstitu.tiOr!.; 
- -  c~Jv ' b l !O  U ;-~o a I ld  
(if) Sub~ Sub~ A = Sab~ 5u ~ bk? ~ ~',.* 
,1.2. Existence of upper bot~.~d ~br sf)eed-t~p by b~ 
~o2o2o ~m N2-derivadon ~s said to be normal ff it satfsfies (a','. (b)~ :and (c) (it' 
Section 5.t.2. 
a~gy ~,~orm.~t i%-derivation of A f'mm F iei a~ N~.-dedi.~u~ion. 
Rye,eL By i~]d.uctJon over the !ee~gth of a normal N2~derivation of A f~.:om F, 
5.2,,$o Cons ider  the red¢~.ct io~s-+redact]on, V~ red~c/[oe~, ar id V2 reductk)z,  Of 
P rawi tz  [.30, Sections ~ -a q~ 1 q r.,- 2 < ~ , -~-~- *~ ":% ,~ . . . . . . . . . .  , • .... a. . .4,  and , .... >,, to ti~ese we add t~.~e 
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C 
B 
exist}. The correspond~ag reducib'~f.~ re~adon is denoted 't>'°o 
. . . .  me,.. ]s a b~jection from the . . . .  foi~:ula occ~ t~ences.: . . . .  and ~r~fe~ences of D~ o.~t{o tb~Sse 
O{ D2 which 
i 
(a) com*r.m*es With the conches{on, 
(b) c0mm~tes wkh &~e caicelIdd:assml~ption occe~rrenceS; : i 
(c) eomm~i:es wkl~ me premhse~, and  : 
(d) commutes w~t~. t~e rule o~ m~erence~ puss, biy gg,~orI~,g a~.ff~.~xl#~a t~t  qt~{~>, 
t]fier x-~.~aes, Of each 5"fferenee :ka : f ] . '~ . .  = : : : 
2~4 R. S~a*luan 
(b) The:'e a~e o~?~,y fiM*egy ma~ey '----types of  g~',ag~'.h ~ n. 
(c) ~)" D~-+ D?_ a~,d D~ immediately ,.e&,~ces lo D3:, then them is a Da- :  D~ s.t. D2 
i~mr~ed~a~mly re&:ces ~o D4, 
}~:c':'o,~f, StrMghtforward. 
6o2ogo We exte~d the immediate reducfbili~j reIatkm mad the reducibiiity retatJo~ 
to ~-.tyi0es as fo*dows; D~/~ ~ma.red. D:j-'-=:~,~t~nere is a Da~D2 s.t. D~ m~.  
red. D> and D~/- ->D~/~ -ee there are D2 " • " D,_~ such tlaat DJ -  imm. red. 
©i-:.:/">: for I ~ i ~ n - i .  
6o2o% P~e~,~,~>,oe~,~®~o S p ose that > is wegI-fou~Med (as a re!atio~z on Ne-- 
derivaeiomJ) ~i',.eu tt, ere is a f~vac~ion m s~ch tha~ k> o A :22 b~@ -~ A ~br f i~t-oMer A~. 
PreO~o For e~,.:]h N2-derivatioa D~ d~ere are only finitely many .}92 such that D,  
imm. ~ed. D: (the exact number is r~ot ~.xed by what we have said so far about 
N:,-derivadons; in particNar, ~he retation term T in 6.!.2 is not urdqudy 
de~ermiued by VXA(X)  and A(T) ,  although there are only fit~itely many pos- 
sibilities for it), thus ~here are onty N~.'tety many Da/± sec~ that D,/ : -  imm. red. 
D:/--'< Now if > is we11-~ounded 0~ derivations, then it is we!!-founded on 
--~types o the:re are only fi~:kely man5, D~/~ such ttaat D~/-- > D?./--. in addition, 
if D ,>D~ and ~i~ere is no D~ s~.ch that D~,>D~, then E;2 is normal and 
D~/e= > D2/:- .  ;'[i{~S i~ .'~" iS welt-fov.*?ded on derivatio~s the desired fm~ctiou is 
g_*.:ve~ by 
tu(n) =.,emax {th (D:/--): there is a D,/-= of length--<: ~.,~ s~t~ D~/: -> D2/~} 
accordi~g to L,emmas 6.2.2 and 6.2.5. 
6,,2ogo We defi,-~e a propositio~al system Ar~ in which we shall simulate N2. The 
f,:>~;~ulae of N{) are brai~t ~p ~rom propositiv~¢~al parameters (0-ary re!a{io~. 
p~ rame:~ers) U, ~4 ~( . . . .  propositionM variaMes X, g; Z . . . . .  2, - , ,  gad d (~n- 
i:er>reted tee universal quantifier over ~ruti,. value~;). The rMes of N~ arc d~ose of 
N:. less V ,~ arid ~.~.  t;atike the case of 5.1.8~. ),r~ is a subsystem of N2 s:-:~ nodons 
defined for N~ are dea~ed for N~'. 
D :> D*. 
iffr,~,,~:L To obtain D* from D perform t~e followi~g operatio~xs (i~ the order 
g{vel~) 
(i} ~epiaoe ad~ ma>dK~ai, occm~rence of a pseudo--term by 0, 
(ii) replace each subf~>rmt~la oceurre~.~ce of V0 '  • - 0 by U and each pseudo- 
s~.~bforrm~la occurs,once of Y0 , .  - 0 by X (in s~,~ch a we,.Tg tha~ t~¢ correspo~de,mes 
!z~.-, []~ Y , -~X are 1-I),  
~p~,  • ~[l~o~lgaOU~ by v~,k t:o {i}&t ChO~tc Of ]..a~ rest!l:~s i~ a dtmiElv 
qua~1:ifier, 
(iv) replace VY  by VX according to the ,acm'~'esi>~m::k:.m:e Y~-">X of dO. 
well@rended. 
F~'~L Lemm_as 6.2 5 and 6.2.9. 
6o2o!to Let  M*  be the system obtah~ed from I'4~ by dropping the r~ale (J), D: 
follows easily froa~,, aop.endix B of  Prawitz [30] that > res/:ricte.d tO N:~- 
derh, ations h we!l-foundud. To prove that >: Js ee~l-zom,~e,~.~ we shaU define a 
map w from N~:,.-derivations_ to ~w...; -derivations sa'Ssfy~ng O > D,  ~> > ,CC'.~. , ~. > 
"a,(D~). 
6o%t2o }Let R: =d~k?(-qm)~---> 2< and ~et .A s~ be the ~es'a!t (ff ~'~b, ti~izJr~g the 
(propositional) qua~:,tifiers in ,4. to _R. ~zqe define ,certa~_n ':,-,'{~!~,',". . . . . . . . .  < .............. ~ Ngo,derrTaho>s 
N(A) as follows (N(A)  is a. derivation of -~ from. ~s~ump~ions.., . . . .  of ~h¢ f0~n: ~Z .I 
and RU for U occur_ring :;n A ) ;  N(U)--af-,.-'~[;', N(_.1) =a~R .~,' M(A --* ~-~ =,,e'"" 
. . . . . . . .  i ;4  
,(~ --* B l  
. . . . . . .  2 =?~[(B ) - ' l -~B s*" 
i:~ ~ --~ ~-  
. . . . . . . .  4 
-7 -~(A -> B)  ~ --> (A --+ B} ~ 
and N(VXA(X) )=~,  
Z I 
(vx ~K) i" 
_ -,__=_ 17 
• 0 r 
z% 
• -~A(~)  -~ A(~H ~ 
-L 
A (U) :q 
~U- - : ,  A(U)~_ ~ ; :~ 
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v,,L,e>e (RU)  is tb:; set of all uncancet]ed occurfences 04 RU as an assumption in 
N(A(CO). 
6.2d3o Lemawmo Su[,p,.>se ff~at (RU)  is the set of af~ ~ncancdged occ~e~rences o[ R.U 
a~:.d fl~e ,~e~ of ,~¢ncanee~[ed assw.nption occ,.~rences (RB ~) in Sub[J '~ N(A(U) )  is 
_ _ G,B ~--~u0u (}~o i, fi'ien N(A(B)) = 
N(B)  
(RB s') 
Snb~' _~-; (A ~ g) )  
P.o~,~¢~fo By bMuction <.'.~. [h (A (U)), 
~h2,.24, ~We now define the map w;  w is to be regarded 'in the obvious way' as  a 
] - t  map f ;om the fm'muta occurfences of D into those of w(D). 
w(A)  =,~fA ~. 
w commutes  w i th  ( -> i )  ar id ( -~-.~7).  
, /,(~ 
D ~:1, w(_o) 
- -1  
A N(  A "~ m-7 A ~ 
wl~e~'e ~A% = w"(-~A). 
D w (D) 
VX A( .<)  ,,, (V;;~ A C<)) ~ 
A(B I  ~i~B p" =.  4(-F,) ~ N(B)  
A { U)  ,,, i. (D)  
,,~, . . . . . . . . . .  \ if{ (O)  :~ ' 
(vxA(x)ff 
whc:~'e (RU) ~s t~,e se~ o[  :all nrmanceD~d occur ;e~ces  o f  ~<.   ~ ~ {4{~" ai_, ass~mcff)tion m 
w (D'). 
~5+:L0i~3o L,,.~m;m<,'.~o Su~>~se ;ho,,t (.~£U) L.': the se~ of  a~ ~.~cancd~ed oco4n'ences q';/k:~<7 
Bo~.mds for pmof-,s'eamh ar~.d speed-t~p 2d7 
(RB e'] in Sub~3 w(P)  i! se ined by (PJ9 "~) " ' ~": "~:'" ' = Su.O u ( _'t~.Jj, fhet~ w(:'A~ ~u -..-., p;~ .... 
a 
Sub w(D)  
U 
},~ree[~ By bductio~:, on lh (13) using 6.2.!3. 
6o2oIG Lemr.~.m. Suppose &~g (A) is a. sea of v.~cm~ce~fed a,~.smr~p&m 
m D~ and (A ~) = w'(A) ,  the:n 
O~ w(OO 
(A) & (A~% 
a 2 W(L~2) 
:~,e~o Gy ~r~d~ctkm on lh (D~). Note that the-, Iemma may f'a~.[ if .N% .~'; ~ot a~ 
N{j-der/vation i.e. ff A eoumins the proper parameter of a ½% g be!or, it. 
{3,,~,)J~7. ~f D 2 iS a reduction of D, ,  then there is a functio.,~ L defined in ~be 
obvio~_~s way and u~_~qe, eiy determL,~ed by .D~ and D: ,  from the uncac~eeHed 
assumptfor~ oecerre, nces of D2 fnto those of D,  whbh preserves the form~fla 
oecurrh~g. If Da imm. red. D> then there ~s s~zch a ] for D.~ and D:  obtained from 
the one for the eo~'esponding reductior~ by restriction arid trbia~ exte~,sion (i~ may 
no bnger  be uniquely dete~m-Jrmd by O~ mad D:}. If O~ ° . '  D,, ~s a reducJbJiity 
seqtmnee:, then there is stmh a ~ for D~ and D~ o5~ahv'ad from those for ~-i-~e 
immedJarce redu.ibit ides D~- , -D~ by composJtkm, We vcrRe D~redF'Dz, 
D~ hum. redJ  O2,  and D~ >~ iC%~ resp, 
L, = w° l  ' w - on assumpems occw,'reuces o~ 
w(D2) for which w- ' is defined, "~, " D~ ~mm red r'~ =b ..... 
~'z,~eL Assume *he bypo~hesf:; a~d prow'~ the implica~.ion of the bygo~:hesia wh:~'~ 
"Lmm. red J "  ~ca place Of "red J "  by ht~ductien over the ind~c~ve defi>dtion o f  
D,  from ,'edd D~. . - . . . . . .  a 
We shall make no fur&er ment ion of the functions .]; however, the reader 
should keep in m~nd %at  it is "~- ~ s~'o~ger co~ditions of ff~e above bmma vA:dch 
= 
4io:;L~8o ~;ommd~e~o £)~ red. D~> ~v(D,) > ,,;,(K.).o_). 
iF're:d0 C&ve 1 : 
s m~ £J_%~ ,~,,(m,) 
w (DD D2 
(A% ,ez, (A) 
}V(D1 ) 6.2.!6 .Dr  
B R B 
red. 
whe~,:e (A % = w'(A) .  
<' :~Se ,~..~"" 
A(U)  ~,,.,.. ~v(.D) iw_e,, red. 
,. ... ~ :-,< A (U)~< 
'-_<.L£ ~ '_:0-_4 t 
~,~: l f .~m-sz  . & t '~- , , ]  v- 
A(;E*,) e 
/ !  
<'2' >g~ L )  , > ,..v? U 
A(£9 
6.%.i5 
wherr: {R,U) {s the ~, se, t oi s!1 ,;-~ca,'Lce~m z~ ocmmrences of £U as an assumpt ion in 
~v¢~;  ruqd .9<*:.a }--,. Uu u ()~.U}. 
Bounds fo" procg-search am>! sl:eed-~p 2<' 
C~sd 3: 
1 
t , 7 "-> )l 
O~ 
± D.e 
- - - - 1  
A --~S A 
B 
t=qa.*'.~./~> D} ~ ) 
- [  
bi'(A. -+  B)  ..... , - i (A  -+  B)  r" :.v (Lh)  
:S ~': 
/ 
",v (Ol) :_~[~A:' i~ 
_L ..L 
t ~ - - - - 2  
J_ 
N(B ) m -~2] "x 
B ~" ~,v(Oo) 
. . . . .  d 
. . . .  %,, . . . . . .  ( ~.<m- .~0 ~" , m ~ 
.L .L 
! 
-1 - 'q(A --> S)  ~ -4 /4 ,  --~, .~'.~"'j ' "~ 
........................ l .................... i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
N(t~} -q-qB ~ 
N(B ) -~B . . . . . .  










( - , (A  .... S:~)) 
B 
whe~-e ( -XA  -÷ B)  °~) = ~v"(-~(A --e. FJ)). 
Ca~,~e 4: 
(--(v.J; ~(?~;)) (-~(v{~A(XD-') 
"~7: >~z, , fv(D)  
L l 
. . . . . . . . . .  ] - -  i 
~!~; A (x} m(vx  A (X)) -~--,,(V.X A (X)) :'~ 
...... , (v]< A (>~:))~- 
i tB= --> A (.17) = 1(17) 
[ 7 7<IT i _  l °O<l+ 
i f  ?- 
~,(D) . -TA(dR ,¢.(m)"- 
• . -1 (, ~ A x=Z tz~ ;J 
. . . . . . . . .  7,~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  j 
>'(z-.{u)) .... " ~ 
7£' U --~ A (U~) R 
V.-;(.'.-;I~< --,, A (;C} R) 
.~B ~ --> _,<.:'~ ( ;3 )  "~ >S(B)  
A0~)  '< 
• ~,~ (~)) -~.A 0~{ ~ ,~. (_c) '~ 
q - - - -~Z 
-~ ~(VXAO0)  ~-~ -~ (VXA(~<)) ~ 
- - - - -3  
S,.~b[? N(A(g) )  -~ ~,A(:¢) ~ 
RB ~ --> A(BY  ~ NU~)  
AC~) ~ 
N(m)  
(.[4~ ~ ) 




n kV~,. A<X) )  
/2  
J. 
A (~)  -~ 
N "B '~ 
( i :~i~) 





(-~(vX A (X)) ~" )
~,(D) 
~ -~A ( B ) " 
A(B)  ~ 
/ i  
T i . . . .  
(-~v_7~.~(x_)) " ..... 
i , , D '  : : : :  : i . . . .  i 
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',:vhe~'e (m(VX A (X)) ~:') = w"(-nV]¢A(X)), (RU)  ~ the set of all uncanceled oc- 
c:m-e~ces of #~U as an assumption in N(A(U) ) ,  and (NB R) =,mbi )  (z~U). 
6o2..!}o _[22e}~@9~t~,~!~ There  L; ~ 'T'~?ction ~'n s.t. ~ 2-~ ~ ~-  ,& fo~" ~r .~t -order  A .  
6.3. Lower bound ~br .~)eed-up by ]X(~ 
8.3o~_o ~et F be the following set of formulae: 
~,,<.~(x = x), 
Vxy(x  =y---~y =x/  
V~: yz(x  = y --> (y = z -+ x : z)), 
Vx y(sx  =sy --> x - -  y), 
Vx "q sx = 0, 
the unbersat clos~res of recursio~a ';quations for a finite set of primhive ret-,,.~rsive 
fu.r~ctions (with fm:ction symbols h~ . . .  h,, ) sufficient to define ~he Kieene T- 
predicate quantifier-free, ax?d 
Se8 
~ ~" " " x,,, p,  " " y,,, ( & x = y~ -~ h~x ~ . " x , ,  = h jh  " > . y,< ) 
for l~]:--<-n and 1%m-ary. 
Defim~; N = Xx  V}'((Vyz(y := z -'> (){y -+ Xz) )  --> (XO -~ (Vy(Xy ~ ~sy)  .... Xx))). 
Let w bca  recursive er.~ume;ation (provab!y recursive i~ secol~d-o;'der Peano 
amithmetic) of the GSdei cumbers of ?'4~-derivations of forsmflae of '&a %rm 
Vx(Nx ..... -~Vy ~ T@< x, y)) from b~, and let the conclusion of w(k) be Vx(Nx ~- 
6~:3o2S, Le~.{,~m',m There is ~ orov~2bb re¢:~,~r.~M~: [ metio~.~ of ,,:;eco~,~d-order ~r~ano 
.a r i~hmeUc I .%!ch ch~ d~ere is a~~ N, . -&Mvat ion  of &F- ->-Vy- - ;  'F(:~(k)~ m~ y) of 
.~.-~', ~o Obvious. 
5°3.3° Lemm, ss., '?he~'~ is a pmaab~y ~s:~,cm~ive f,qnGion of seco~mS<n'der Pea,xo 
~'#;~meAc ] such th~ }-.--~.: {&F- . :  -nVy"~ T(k, m~, Y)}-<i(k, m, n) i~ &e GiSdd 
]@'~:¢,eL ]m~pecdoa of the proof of 3.3.2. 
5o3.4~ Le~4s'a,. k'7~ere is a provably recumboe i!knc~io?~ ~q~ secc¢4D.order Peano 
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ari&medc p such @at if i ir the Gbdel a~amber o] a~ S~-d'eriva~&m ~>f: t- 
{AF--> -qVy --q T(k, ~ ,  y)}, the;~ ?;, f; .... T(~;, ra, ~(i)). 
~e~,~f_,.,~,,_ .o Fon~al izadon of the inversion and mldsccmeat.., . . . . .  th~ore,'~ s t~age4:,er wffb the 
deN'fition of a valuatkm fmacdon for closed te.~:me< 
6.305, ~Ve@w,s[t[eg~o Suppose that 2,~br first-oNe" A; {-~ A @, .~.~i :'-~ ,,~, /~e?. m is no': a 
pro*Jabgy recarsive fu~.c6on o]' second-order ~ean~ arithmetic. 
F@e~L By 5.3.! there ~s a provabiy recersh:e function of second-order Pca~o 
arithmetic q such that there is an &-derivatio~ of i-{&F-->-nVy ~(~a(£), 2., y)} of 
!ength-<- q(m(/(w(k) ,  k))). Let  r (k)=aep( j (s (£) ,  k, q(s~(g(w(k), £))))), then if. ,~n ~e,; 
provably recursive then so £~ r + I. Let £o be s~c4~ i:hat w(~%) is a~ ? 'e--derh.'ai :~'~ 
of " r+~ is ~otat rect~rsive" from F (for any index for r+ i ) ,  the~ &b-~ 
T(~(ko), I~.:,~, r(ko)} so by the usual properties of the T-predicate r(ko)+ t-% r(k~). 
6.4.. Exixte~,,.ce of upper bound fi)r speed-~@ by NE~ 
~-.~o~,o:~. /<~ NE2-der[vat/on ~s called norton1 i it satisfies 5.1.2. 
Le~sm~a. Jf F is a fiui~e set. @~ first.-oMer fi~rmcdae, A is a fi~s'~:--order ;,qgm~u :a., ~nd D 
is a no~,~nal t\r~zodedvador~ of A fro~.~ , the~) D ~s v~n ,v~-~:e~4~.~ ,.v;. 
?:~e°@¢~?o By induction on ih (D). 
G4o;L We add to d~e reductio~_s of 6.2,3 the followh]g 
= red~.ctioL, 
D ~ D2 
A(a)  -+ 1~ (,s) .q @,b 
D~ 
D~ ,4 (gd b @ a 
A(a)--> B(a)  ;7 A(a )D2 
B(~) ~:.:@b 
~(b). 
provided that D1 ends ia -,>i ~ or ,A(b)-~" ~B(b) ~s d~.e maior premiss of ->ka., 
} 
£)i D2 
gxA. (x ,a )  a@b 
V:~A(x, b) 
D I 
VxA(x ,  a )  : D~ 
A(s~, a'! ,a@b 
J ,  
provide,. Dt ends h~ Vfi or '~' ,4 ~ bs is the premiss of V ,~,  and 
D~ D: , .  .D, 
VXA (X, o a@b VXA(X ,  a) D.e 
VXA(X ,  >) "[ AtU,  a) a@b 
A(U~ 5) 
VXA(X, b) 
provided that D~ ends h~ g2t or VXA(2~, b) is the premiss of V~Eo The 
correspondi>g reducibiIi W re!ation is denoted "> ". 
The mettmd of this section will be the same as that of Section 6.2. We shMt be 
somewhat iess explicit than ~n that section. 
6.&3<, The uotion of isomorphism between NEz.-derivations i  defined as in 6.2.4 
and . . . . .  ~,4 ¢tel~ot .~.t " =-  " ,  
6+404° We define a proposidona! system NE~ ~ in welch we shall sLnulate NE2, 
N}E~: is ,~,,~<,,,~d from of o._~..o by adding the proposkion-constam E* a~d the 
rule =* v,~ d.I.o. ~ may be thought of as a subsystem of N-E2 by kqentffying ~*  
with 0 = 0. 
6°4,£° Le~,~r~fma~ iS;gr each NE~-derivafio~ D there 7s au NE~jj-deriv,affon D';: si, ch 
>h'e,sL Just Eke 4:2.9. 
4°4°6° V, le :}}as1! ddfi~e a map w fr,,:}m NE~=derivadons to N2~-deriva~ions (where 
N): is augmented by the propositional consgant ~:'~:) such that Dt  > D2~, w(D~)> 
w( .D~. ) .  Le t  '-~ - • v=, - : ,  ~w . w ,  . " • . ~'] 2 -_.,.rIV~/~h_A1o . ,~. :-<,fA.,-..c. ~* t .~  -= A~, We define certain au×i]iim:y ~::~ <4,- ~ .~ <-. 
S(A.) as foik)w~ (S(A) is a dcrh, atkm of P~!. ~ from assumptions of the, form R _L, 
}~E:::, and ~U for U occurring in /-'~); S(U),:e,,.~U, SCL)=,~7~±, 
SO 5':~:) =<S<}~ :?, S (A -+ .B ) =<,~ 
S(A) .YZ_ ,'~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _~t(~-_ . . . .  ~4  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -%?_. 
and 
/ . . . .  
z&af~n£< .> /~/~ r J  "t 
(VX ,y{X)) ~ , 
,, "r, ~R / 
RU-+ A(U)  '~ 
(VxA(x) )~{ 
E* - -  e(V >'/ ,  ¢"~q'J': --- {vtX A(X~y v '  
where (RU) is the set of all nncancei!ed occurrences of RU as an assumpti,.m 
SO~(U)). 
.4,. ,o ~em~ao &q~pose ~a~ (RU) is the set of agi ~e~~ca~ce*~ed ~,_~'. . . . . .  ',.~..,.<,, ........ <.," ..~...~:' ' 
as a~* ass~..'mption i~ S(A(d) )  c~,..d the set of u~,ca~cel!ed o.ss.:{mpghm c,c~:rm-ea~ces 
(~RB ~) i~ buou S(A(U) )  is deflated . . . .  by (.~.~F, - . ,~  >~ ~- . ]L  ~:h.e~ .,,,-~<,.~ ~) --
S(B) 
(RB ~) 
Sub[. ~ .5(A (U)). 
~½'e~fo By Lr~duct~on on !h (A(U)) .  
~o,&go We now define the map ,, ; w is to he regarded in the obvio~s 'w.'ay a:,: ~ ~-~  
map from the formula occu_<rences of 17 into those of *,.,<~.,~. 
w corr~nutes with (-->i), (-->~), a~},d (J_). 
D~ D2 w'(D2) 
. I  
OZ<~) 
VXA,X) :A(U)~ 
vx( .~x  -> A(x )% 
D 
A(U)  
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where Czw ,~ is the set of a11 u~cancelIed occurrences of i<U as an assumption i  
:.e(O). 
D w(D) 
v>;A(x)  ,~ (vx  A(,s~)),~ 
A(B)  RB '~ -.~. A (B)  ra S(B)  
AO~) ~ 
_ - ' ~ " . , P . U  ~ A e, Le~;;~ao Suppose ~ha~ (RU) is ~he set of atI uncanceded vccun'ences of 
c~x a~ ~ss~trrtpdon i?~ w(D) ct~gd the se~ of uucance~ed ass~m~ptio~,~ occun'ences 




Fr~D.% ~av inductiosa on lh (D) ~sing 6.4.7. 
,%;,,.40I@o ~e:eeL~a~° Sa~ppose that (A ) is de set of unca ~ceilec'-,. as, umpdon "accurre~,ce.,z 
i~ D2 ev~*d (A%= w';(A), the~a 
(a )  ~:'-> (A% 
O~ w(D2) 
:..~:'¢,~o There are six cases, The ilLs{ b<vo cases are .~u~ 
so we om~ them. 
.}  . i 1 
i-7~, ,_4y~<,~ J ,.'x, (-%%,~4. ST) R. ) 
t)~ w(D0 
-~ D~ CZ> -'~ w(.D2) fed, 
. . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . .  1 
]3 B re 
]-ae't':='v2e] ..gl~(~ Ipged-14[.~ 
+,i ,2, 2~ i 
~-~. 7 "-> ~ z"~. ~: 
.i 





/~/ - .  n .% 
2., - -a . . . . . . . . .  






[ I " . 0~I -4  __  d"{  I A where  t - " l t / -~.  . . . . .  ] ) -  W t - - I t * -~ ~ ~)) ,  
Case " - '  








~;~R A(B)~ s(s) 
red. 
t 
-~A a --'---? A t  N ~ ..... /2 
I 
-- - -2  (-~(vxA(x)) ~) 
>~(D) 
27~f R. ~¢Wma~ 
~ ---,-.¢(B) *'~ s (~)  
-~A { ?.&ff~-- .- - ,~ .  . A(B7 
- - - -7"  





/ !  
"z v .*~, #k  , L } 
_i 
I 
(-~vx A (x ) )  
D 
1 
. _  _ t  _ 2 
Cc~se 3 
-~1 D2 
A --~ B E ~ 
A. ---~ H 
~,~,(D~) 
(A  - -~B)  ~ .... (A  - . -  :~'~','~ (.,-~. -.~ zq.) R 
(A  --~ B)  ~ 
[mn-~. ~ed. 
SC z~ . ~*  A B :¢ 
. . . . . .  t 
2 
f 4 -~, NV a --> (A  --, ~)~ 
~,.' (D j  
S(A)  ~:,L, 
A ~ --> A ~" . ,£ J "  
. . . . . . .  -7 : [w  ~- -  ........ 
B ~ 
;,~.,(D,) 
(A  -~ B7  
.red 
~:' (O . )  
A ~ . .~  B ,~ A .  a 
Bou~;ds fo~" proof-se4rc4% a,~d speed-~4t 27 c" 
Ca,ve 4. 
D, D:, 
VXA(X)  E*  
vxA(}© 
z ~ . .< .L  . . . . . .  : . . . .  




(VX A (X))~ -~ tVX A (X)) ~ 
h~qm red, 
A(d)  ~ - - - -A (Up  
(VX A (;'0} ~~ 
i%: U --> A(U)  R 
A (g:)  ~ 
R U ~'~ A (U)  ~: 
(V;< A (X)) ~ ~v (O~) 
(VXA (X)) ~ ~. (VXA C&')) ~ (V:',~ .',,,X }'} ~ 
{VXA(X) )  ~*' 
xed, 
',v(D,) 
S(A(U))  S*  RU ~. ~.{U) ~" s-'~ 
._ ~< ~ ~ .4~. < ~,  s 
/4 f g T'~R 
RU--~ A(U)  r~ 
(VXA(X))  ~ 
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{~o4!Z(Z~ geT~ea~!~e~ There is a fu~c~ion m suck' that ~:An>i - . -~/% for first- 
t ;rde A., 
(;.5. Lower bom~d [or ~ ~eed..up by NE2 
&go~o B~',eil;e~$~m S~ppose &at for finite sets qt' eq ~atione~ F VF }~ E© 
~:;ub F i~ ! E. thetm is not a provably recu?'sive fr,'ncfion of sccon~-order Peano 
arithmetic. 
ffreeL W.Lo.!:, assume that m(0)=0 and m0,0 'cm(n  +1). Ii ?H is a pz'ova?oly 
cecursive function of second-order Peano arithmetic by 1121, Section 8] there is a 
,bnfte set of equations F such that 
(!) m(n ~) is finitely defi~ed by F (with prhmipai funcdon sy:mbo] h), 
(2) F is :;yraraetric, and 
(3) gF  i<i~-~ Nu --> N(h~0, where N =drXx VX(X0 --> (Vy(Xy .--~, Xsy) -+ Xx)). 
For wha{ fellows we refer the reader to Section t.3.10 Now VF  + ~??17 Vx(Nx -> 
• (x ::{}} tiros there is a linear fimction ~. such that VF  '-~r-~'' f(s . . . .  +"0)-- 0 so 
]-i,'~ ..... i ts  0) --0. Hence by Proposition ~.3.1 m(n2)< m(10~)) which is  
false for su@cienlly !arge n. 
6.6. Proof<:earch in Ne ae~d NE~ 
7 ]. P~ebrdmarfes 
?'alSo The aotion of ~yoe is defined as follows: o (~aadividuals) and O (truth values) 
are typ~ss; if uq.  •. ~,:,~ are t39e:,;  then @% . . . .  , w,~) b; a type 0~-aw re!ations whh 
ith argume~:~ts hi w0. 
%L,2, We cc, r~sk~er formulae A, B,. C , . . .  of type che, ,ry built up f~om ~dividuat 
constructs q . . .~  function symbols f, g, h , . .  (~e~ary :[tmcdm.~s from b~divfdua!~ o 
indfv~.duels), typed pa~'ame':ers U ' ! ,  V"2,  W'3  . . . . .  ~yped (bound) variables 
X ~', Y"% Z 'b  . . . .  perhaps the relation coastan~ =,  ], .~*, V, and X. 
More preciselb~, we define the r,_otbn of ;: tens~ of type w as foEows: c _is a term 
of type o; .L is a term of type O; = is a ter~?~, of type (o,o); U"  fs a term of type 
~ounds for pmof-~ea!'ch aud speed-up 2g: 
w;  if a~ • . • G, a~'e t<:,£;-~:~s of ~pe o aad f has a~:ity = n, then fa~ • " - <::. is a {crm of 
type o; if ~"1 ' "" 7;, a~'e te~-'r;~s of type wt • • " vv,~ resp. and w ='0.% . . . . .  "w,,), ¢:ho~ 
U'~T,  • • ' 7k is a term of type O;  if A. a~td 2~ ai'e temas of type O, t!~en :',o is 
,~'~ --> B;  if A (U  '~) is a term of type O. Len  so is g":-" A{X"} ;  if A (U~" , , . . .  ~ U;2'") 
is a term of type O,  then aX~ . . . . .  .~ff,,"A.fXI'% . . . .  X~['O is a te:cm of type 
0,%,. w,).  A formula is {ust a ~erm ,of ' .,~ ........ 
If w =o we write, u for U '~ and x for X ' .  bi add:.fio~L we sha~l de~ete type 
supe~sm'~pts when no confusfon can result. 
7°~,,.>, The  not ion of s-amultaneous substhudon .:uoG... << is dofi.~t,-:d as [o!]ows: 
Sub U; =~r T~ ; Sub V ::=a~ V 
Ut  • • .  O,, U~ • • - ~& 
for V not a Ui; 
Sub c ::dee; S~b J. =<.~ ±;  Sub ...... <~e::: 
[ /~  • • " U= U~ • ' ' U .  L r~ • • • l ) ,  
Sub£1 '. ". ". ~-,~, com~utes  with the tog~cat operatio:~s k, and faaetioa ,,.;y~>bol appik:~.~ 
t ion;  
T~ • " • T 
Sub U,R~'.'R,.,=~,~G., Sub ~:: : ,}.o-{ Sub *-:...,,. 
t&  • - - U , ,  ' " \u~ - - - U, ,  - /  \U~ - • .  UT, ~" ]  " 
Sub iAf~ - 
L)  1 " " " U~ 
for Vsota  U .  
%t~4o The ca[ca!us 1'~ ~laturat eules for type theo~.y) cons:sis of No 8ogether whk 
A(u" )  
(v~f)  
provided that U ~ does ~ot occu~ in ar~y assm~.~ption, 
VX  "/~ (X" )  
A(T)  
for T a term of type w, and 
:y,-o.c~..) ( ?2u : . .  . t L )  
SwE9 a I%U~.  " U.,, %U: ,  o . k~, 
sz. ..... ,~s Sub~i ~A 
for T', and T~ te'_rms of %}9e w and N. oc~,,~r~.:~,-~ m~.~ ~,, fn sssu~;:'..ptio~ occu~veJ~cea ls~ 
(T~U~,  o U ,<)UO~U~ o . .  U , j .  
2£2 R. Statman 
7.1!.~L The cak;uh~s N£.  (naturai rules for type theory with equalh?.) co:~slsts of 
N ,  ~og>:ther with the axe.ore and ra~ie of equatRy. 
72 .  No,z-existence of bo~.mds for p~vof-search 
%2oL Let N~}2 (natural rules for h igher type proposi t ional  calculus) result  f rom N~, 
by de!etir~g the type o. it is we ibknown that N~ is coraplete; we shall show that 
tbe:e is no f imction m :a.m!~ that for proposit ional  (possibly higher type) formulae 
A,  if .4. is -valid, ff~en ~:.~.~-0~ A.
%2,2° Let  a, be a proposk iona l  type. We define a pmposf f ional  str~.cture A/I(w)= 
(Mo, . . . ,  i~.~,.,., . .. ) a.s {ollows; M 'o=ddtme,  false}; /~4~.,,:=eepower set of M.,,, ff 
w'/:  ~v; i~4(,,.~ =e~ power  set (M,., U e:0; M~ ............ ;=d~ power  set of ~,{,,, ×" " • x M ...... 
for 2 ,~ n. 
K S, ~h//,,,, t:hen the nc)tation "M(w) .  S~ . . . .  S,, 'gA(U~,, . . . .  U~,,)" has the 
obvious meatflri.g. We denote by ~T~m,>... " the value ol: T in M(w) , . . . .  
7°2.3° Le} :~0 M'(w) . . . .  , TM<.,.>...):A( . . . .  U )<~M(w)  . . . .  CA(  . . . .  T). 
ii'a~%,~d., By ind,,;ctio,:~, on <~ - ff~ (w ' )+ lh  (A(  . . . .  U)) where  w'  is the type of T. 
Basis: lh (w' ,  = ih ( / .  ( . . . ,  U)) =- i. Obvious.  
h~ducdon step: 
Case ~: A(  . . .  U)  %egins" wffh --> or V. Eas 7. 
(Taae 2: A(  . . . .  U )= V~TL.( . . . .  U ) - - -  .~,( . . . .  U) 
&&case 1: ',,".~ U. We have 
M{ w) . . . . .  Tv<,,. ... 
A(  . . . .  U)<~o M(w) , . .  • %v*<,, ,> . . . . .  ~h( . . . ,  U ) :ao .> . . . . .  T . , , . "  . . . .  - -  -, 
R , , ( . . . ,  U),,~ ......... ~.. . ........ 
. ,  Rs( . . . .  T)~, ,> ..... - -. - ,  R,.( . . . . .  T)v.,,~ .... 
.> V'~{~(.,., T)  . . . .  &, (  . . . .  T). 
> WV~ ..... %,. <x~M(wL.  
&.#x:.:.ise 2: V = U .  \V.e. have  
.,",,i (,~:) .. . .  , %,.~<,,.> .... 
,t( ..... U )<4> :vF,u) . . . . .  T~.,.<,~> ..... i~(  .... U),<,,.> ..... -r~ ....... , 
- - -~  R . (  . . . .  Ub..,~,,,> ..... .:., ......... 
i= Lr~/~ - - - V;, Ce> j~.:~(,#),..., ]~:.,<,,,: ..... ~( .  - . ,  T)M,,,,o ..... - ..... , -P.,~ (. . . .  '7~)~,,;~.,,~, . 
i= UV~ ..... %, <:t, Ivy'(',,,,,) . . . . .  ~:~.~ ( . . . .  T)~,,.,<,..,, . ... - - - ,  1~-,i ( . . . .  T),,.~,.> .... 
Ti."~ ....... %<, <~> M(:.c) ..... ~: "~:P, -, ( . . . .  T )  .... ~%(  . . . .  T ) .  
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~e~,~o Straightfoiward ~i~£ }..emma 7.2..3. 
7°2°5° Let  44"=df - -q ( ( '~>)~' -~ (a~) )  ~,nd set  t['l'f " " "  . . . . . .  " '~-  ~-~ ...... [w)  =<<mVSY .. ~'.:~k (VZ,  -~ V22.,-~ 
V7~( }[Z.Z..<~VZ.(Z. /'.'~<-?.2'- 7.] '} ........... , ;  :7~ /~ZY"  ' ~1: (w) s~yS float w is ~-afi~JteL 
~eeao Suppose t]nat for each w of the form ( . . .  0 . - ' )  wc i-::w,: i,;:2~-~[,'ff (w). 
tl~_en for some .,uc,~ w of ~er~gt~a >~+3 there is a w' sA. w =:(.~ ((:.C !- • .) and 
~-mI :~f  (w). Thus by Proposition 7.2.4 M(w')g-qtnf  (w) whic;:~ ~, 0.~ainly 
false. 
7.3. Non-existe~ce of bo~i~ds for s~)eed-~q) 
7.3~Io Let No be No together with EXT,-,; we shal! si:ow tha~, ' t.~ere is ao ?k,~c~,.q~ 
m s~ch that for qaant~fi~r4ree A, ~:~ A ~ t~-A .  
subj~bnnula of A, such t;~r.'.~ 
(1) nei&er minor premiss of (~;~ i~stance of EXTo in D is a s~bf~m~.de of N. dad 
(2) B does not ecc~c: i~. D, ~hen A is va~d. 
P~:ee~o By knducdo~a on lh (D). 
7°3,.3° Let 
/o ) (  
and 




(U  -+ W') --> U /% 
2<o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2£ 
n2,o  :::d~ t 
U 
_ t  s /~ 
.i 
W 




~2. /"?" ,,<../,t U~ -> *&)-~" U~)-+ V 
2 
~ " . / !  
a ((o; -> "'-'ao~ ~)-~ v ({u- 
U) £0) 
:as 'n  ==~f & [.,~ + V 
, / I  
R,, -~/-n c% O ~ .... 
2 
. i  
7o3S,, We now show ti~,at there is no funedoa .~ri such that %c f imte sets of 
The not ion of a fm~cdon term is defined as follo;vs: f is a fun@g~en teem; i:{ 
a(~h . . . . .  e.,~) ~s ar~ indiv~dua! term, @,en Axe . . .  &~a(x~ . . . . .  x,~) is a funct ion 
term. Fu~ctie;~ terms ;,~:~a:}, be subst i tuted .{or funct ion symbols under  the def in i Jon 
2:~ ' " " : ' ;~e( :h  . . . . .  x ,~}a~ • • • ,.,.',, := e(a~ . . . . .  a,~) .  
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P~eeL Let  g be a eew n.-.ary function symbol; there is a form~fia B such that 
~uuu < ~.~;~,.--~ x(g~.. .~ }~ :,,/~,(£} ~~d ~ does not contaia g. Let iDo=~U 
Vx,  o . .  x,.. a(,~ . . . . . . .  *:,,) = b(x~ . . . .  ; : . )  
Vxa"  ' o ~ ,  a(u ,  . . . .  x , , )  : ': b@~ . . . .  :~,:,~) 
and D~ =a~ 
Vx, . .  - x, ,  a (x~ . . . .  . x,~) = b(z , , .  . ,  .~,,- ?
Vx~, ,  - x,, a( tq  . . . . .  :c.)  = b@, , .  • ,Xv)  
Ub@h . . . . .  ~)  
The desired dell-radon is 
B 
/ / /9  / ! 
(ua~/ ,  . . . .  . . ) )  (u5(~/ ,  . . . . .  ~,,):, 
• " .D,~ ," © 
S ub~,'4~, "'" x,2 c~4~, . . . . . .  D 
~¢r,~o Let  ~ aad g be unary fuaction symbots and set F=:df{g7% = u}. ~ut 
r~ rur*es  
thc~n by  1.3.3 w i th  ~ =]h  there  is no f ixed £ s',aci~ that  Sub~ r~ 2~,~ fo r  ~.; 
however., b,~. i .emma 7.3.5 we have \,¢1 v t~o  E '7  -
F ~ F  Lr~(2-'~ H 9 
(o) ~s there  a is@lS~onsial -(-~ ~---c~ " .~ ~ ~- ~"  - ~"  ~ ~-~ -;~.q,~.~ 
va~m, then }: E9 
(4) A.re the re~atfor.~s t~;A  and ~j~< A deddab le?  . . . . . . .  
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(5) Is there a recursive function ~;n such that K A is vaiid in aI~ Henk iq  
structureso then l~!~ A o 
(6,) Is there a recursive fuocfior ~,~ such that if A is valid in ail Henkir~ 
structures with equalky, then .w  g T:.-- *. 
(?) is thece a recursive function m such that for first-order formulae A, ~ A 
I N~- • - 
(8) Is there a recursive functbn  m such t][at for [[':st--order formulae 
(9) is tl~ere a recuntive function .~rt such that for finite sets of equations F, 
Note that (i)---> (2}, (5)<+(6), and (8}-~> (7) w.r.t, the answer yes. 
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